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PREFACE. 

Those who enter upon the study of a foreign language 

must have a Grammar, which should be neither expensive 

and voluminous, nor meagre and unsatisfactory. Equally 

undesirable is it that it should be itself in a foreign tongue. 

When a man is well grounded in the principles of a 

language he is in a position to appreciate larger works, 

but not before. Now I have found that the Syriac Grammars 

at present in use, are either expensive, voluminous, in a 

foreign tongue, or meagre and unsatisfactory; I have there¬ 

fore carefully translated and abridged the well known work 

of Dr. Hoffmann, which although not perfect, is the best of 

existing Syriac Grammars. I have carefully avoided omitting 

anything necessary to the student, and I have often intro¬ 

duced corrections or additions of my own. The arrangement 

is wholly new, and has been adopted for facility of reference. 

The last division of the volume is also new; and has been 



compiled with the assistance of the work *) of the Rev. Henry 

Burgess LLD., Ph. D., who very kindly placed his materials 

at my disposal. It will both interest and profit such as 

desire to study the metrical compositions in which the litera¬ 

ture of this language abounds. There are two other respects 

in which the present work differs from that of Dr. Hoff¬ 

mann: the historical prolegomena have been reduced to the 

smallest possible proportions, as not necessary for the class 

of students to whom this is adapted: and the tables of 

verbs have been put at the end of the book for convenience 

of reference. 

An original grammar is a misnomer, for, what is the 

grammar of a language, but the manner in which they use it 

who speak or write it? And a treatise on grammar there¬ 

fore, is neither more nor less than an enumeration of the cus¬ 

toms observed by those who use the language of which it 

treats. We may call the grammar of a language, its 

statute book, but if it be a living language, many of the 

laws now in force will be repealed in process of time, and 

hence arise those changes which mark the periods of its 

history. We may take another view of the matter. General 

rules, are by tacit consent, followed by those who use a 

language, and these are the rules of its grammar; but there 

are particular exceptions in favour of certain words and 

groups of words, and these are the exceptions of the Gram¬ 

mar. It is just so in the body politic. There are general 

*) Select metrical Hymns and Homilies ofEphraem Syrus. Translated 

from the original Syriac, with an introduction and historical and philologi¬ 

cal notes. London: 1853. 
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laws laid down for the whole people, but there are special 

privileges conceded to individuals and corporations. The pro¬ 

vince of the grammarian is to state the general laws, and the 

special privileges of the language he treats of: he has not 

to make them, but to discover, define, and record them. 

Hence he is properly employed about the elements, the 

for m s and the combinations of words, which are in fact 

the three leading divisions of grammar, the last of them in¬ 

cluding both Syntax and Prosody. 

To this his proper task, the grammarian may add that 

of Historian and Philosopher. In the former case he will 

trace the affinities, developements, changes, and fortunes of 

a language: in the latter he will descend to principles, 

and endeavour to account for the phenomena which he 

witnesses. The history of a language, however, and its 

-philosophy, although of not so humble pretensions, really 

come after its grammar, a knowledge of which is essential 

to its practical use. 

It is not the work of the grammarian, either to fix the 

meaning of words, or to show their derivation, which be¬ 

long to the lexicographer: nor is he conversant with the 

meaning of sentences. Yet without a knowledge of gram¬ 

mar neither the definition of words, nor the translation of 
* 

sentences can be successfully undertaken. There is an ap¬ 

parent exception, in the case of inflexions, and the idioms 

peculiar to a language; of these all the first are indicated 

by grammar, and many of the second. At the same time, 

it is in general true, that grammar describes only the me¬ 

chanism of a language; and for practical purposes, that is 
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the best grammar which is best fitted to do this. The pre¬ 

sent work therefore aims only to set forth accurately and 

compendiously the principal features of the Syriac tongue as 

fixed by usage — 

Quern penes arbilrium est etjus el norma loquencii. 

B. Harris Cowper. 

N o le. Since this Grammar has been prepared, an American translation of 

Uhlemann’s has made its appearance. Its cost however, and other 

considerations have led to the conviction that there is no reason 

why the present work should be withheld. A chreslomathy also 

was prepared to accompany it, but further reflection has led to its 

abandonment, since the Peshilo version furnishes sufficient mate¬ 

rials for the purpose, the best indeed, which can be had. 

% 



INTRODUCTION. 

The Syriac language is one of the two great 

divisions of the Aramaic, of which one is known as the 

eastern Aramaic or Chaldee, and the other as the western 

Aramaic or Syrian. These languages are very closely allied, 

but not identical, as they differ not only in the use of dif¬ 

ferent Alphabets, but in various particulars of grammar. 

The Syriac language is distinguished by the possession 

of a copious and valuable literature, and especially as the 

language into which the most ancient known version of the 

New Testament was made. 

There are several differences observable among Syriac 

writers. Dialectic peculiarities are found among them, as 

well as others, some of which arise from historic changes 

in the language. 

It is not known when the Syriac took its rise, but i( 

continued for a long period as the vehicle of thought to a 

multitude of people scattered over Syria proper, Judea, Persia, 

Armenia, Arabia, and even Egypt. Owing to these causes 

the language contains a large intermixture of foreign words, 
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so that while it is essentially Shemitic, there are many 

words from the Greek, Persian, Latin etc. The borrowed 

words are, as might be expected, principally but not exclu¬ 

sively nouns. 

The use of vowel signs was originally unknown in Syriac, 

but in process of time two sets were introduced, one copied 

from the Greek, and another of native origin. 

Many as are the remains of authors of a more ancient 

period the earliest grammar of which we have any distinct 

mention was written in the sixth century after Christ. 

The first grammarians of any note, were Jacob of 

Edessa who belongs to the middle of the seventh century, 

and Elias of Nisibis who lived in the ninth century. The 

efforts of the earlier grammarians appear to have been very 

imperfect, and failed to prevent the gradual coming on of 

what has been called the silver age of the language. To 

its depreciation, probably the rise of Mohammedanism, and 

the cultivation of the Arabic tended in no small degree. In 

the early portion of the 13 th Century John Bar Zugbi wrote 

a work on grammar in prose and another in verse, and 

also collected into one volume the grammars which already 

existed. Of all the native grammarians however, Gregory, 

also called Bar-Hebraeus, and Abulpharagius is the most 

celebrated. His grammar is extant in two forms, a longer 

one in prose, and a shorter in metre. 

Next to the grammarians may be mentioned the lexico¬ 

graphers, of whom Honain is the first we meet with. He 

also wrote on grammar, and belongs to the ninth century. 

Bar Ali, his disciple compiled a Syro-Arabic lexicon which 
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is still extant, as also is that of Bar Balilul who wrote in 

the following century. 

Although the pure Syriac gradually ceased to be spo¬ 

ken it lingered for a long time in certain districts, until the 

knowledge of it was brought into Europe in the early part 

of the 15 th century by men whose labours are still known 

and honoured among us. However the language was still 

used in divine offices, as among the Nestorians, and the 

Christians of St. Thomas; and it is questioned by some whe¬ 

ther it is even now quite extinct. A modified or Neo-Syriac 

is used in various provinces, in Persia and elsewhere. A 

Grammar of this modern dialect lias been lately published 

by the American missionaries.*) 

The study of Syriac in Europe dates from the com¬ 

mencement of the 16 th century. The first European who 

acquired the language was Theseus Ambrosius, and he, in 

1539, published the first Syriac grammar ever printed. 

The first edition of the new Testament was printed in 

1552, and was the first Syriac book ever printed. Since 

then a period of three centuries has elapsed, and during 

that time the study has been more or less pursued. 

Several grammars followed that of Theseus Ambrosius, 

until the appearance of that by Amira in 1596, a book 

which even now is far from destitute of value. The 

first Englishman who wrote a Syriac grammar appears to 

have been Brian Walton in 1653, the second was Beveridge 

in 1658. The grammar of Syriac in Castell’s Heptaglott was 

*) A Grammar of the modern Syriac language, as spoken in Oroo- 

miah, Persia, and in Koordislan, by Rev. D.J. Sloddart. 8vo., London, 1855. 
* * 
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compiled with the assistance of Beveridge. No others seem 

to have followed these in our own country until the present 

century, which has produced the grammars of Yeates, Nolan 

and Phillips; to which we may add the compendium pub¬ 

lished by the Messrs Bagster. In America the German gram¬ 

mar of Uhlemann has been lately published in English. Those 

just named are the only books on this subject which I 

know of in the English language. 

It may be well to say a word respecting the modern 

lexicographers. The first was Andrew Masius who published 

the S y r o r u m p e c u 1 i u m in 1571; Schindler s work ap¬ 

peared in 161 2; Ferrari us and the younger BuxtorFs in 162‘2. 

The lexicon of Gu(bir came out in 1667, and was repub¬ 

lished in this country in 1838 by Dr. Henderson. The 

Syriac portion of Castelfs Heptaglott was published se¬ 

parately in 1788, by Michaelis, and is the best we can yet 

consult although a most imperfect book. The concordance 

Lexicon of Schaaf, 1708, is the best for the New Testament. 

That ofZanolini is meagre: it was published in 1742. Dr. 

Bernstein has been for thirty years upon a lexicon, and the 

first sheets of this long expected work have passed through 

the press. From the specimens, it promises to be a magni¬ 

ficent publication. 

Until recently very few have at any time given them¬ 

selves to the study of Syriac, and it is amusing to read 

the accounts left us by Gutbir and Wetstein, of the difficul¬ 

ties which they encountered, the former in printing his edi¬ 

tion of the New Testament*), and the latter in translating 

*) In the year 1667- 
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(he two epistles on Virginity*) which have been ascribed to 

Clemens Romanus. However, a great impulse has been gi¬ 

ven to these studies, and their importance is better understood. 

Hence within a few years, various editions of the Scriptures 

and other works have been printed. The rich treasure of 

Syriac MSS. now in Europe, and above all in the na¬ 

tional Museum of our own country, will probably stimulate 

to more general research and study in this direction. 

It may be useful in conclusion to remind the reader of 

two things: First, that several varieties of the Syriac Al¬ 

phabet occur. The one we use is that generally adopted in 

printed books. That called the Estrangelo is more common 

in MSS. Additional information and Tables of Alphabets 

may be seen in Hoffmann. Secondly, what is called the 

Carshun, is merely the Arabic language written in Syriac 

Characters. 

*) In the year 1752. The editor of the D i dasc ali a Apos t o 1 o- 

ru m lately published in Syriac, takes far too gloomy a view of the present 

state of Syriac studies. 
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Syriac Alphabet. 

Consonants. 

Final. 

Initial. Medial. Annexed. Unannexed 

N ) 1 i 1 
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n 
J "A 

i ? r r 9 

n <71 OL 01. 01 

O Q. C. o 
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l 1 > V 1 

n J*. bM 

a *4 
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V Z Z_ 
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n z A. A Z 

Vowels: a e i o (a) u 
— - - ^ — — a. a. 

7 
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Final. 

Hebrew-Arabi 

N 

c. Initial. 

i 
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L 

Annexed. 

L 
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i 

2 b A + V* d_J 
• K 

n t j' 
«• 
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n n th j A 
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n r 
; 7 7 ; YC 

4 % z 
) 7 7 ) }-%v" 

D s AW LT '• & - 
sh *co 

« V • 
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• • • 
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5 &*-* 

r s AS Aa 02. u° %o^-' 
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D in JO ♦ r r 
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n h ■$■ (~0 A & <4 

w r 7 j 

y • • A 

Vowels. a — [an —) i — O'" v) — (im S f> 
) 
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/ 5 



Samaritan 

N 

* ,i 
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n 
i 
% 
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1 
P 

a 
* 
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V 

I 

P 
"I 

n 
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A 

ci 

TC 

‘I 

V 
s. 

f 

m 

ii 

2 

V 

3 

m 

v 

3 
juu 

A 

Leipzig-, printed by Fr. Nies (Carl B. Lorck). 
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SYRIAC GRAMMAR. 

PART I. 

ORTHOGRAPHY AND ORTHOEPY. 

Chap. I. Writing and Pronunciation. 

The Alphabet. 

1. Like the Hebrew and other Shemitic languages, the 

Syriac is read from right to left. The letters, which are 

twenty-two in number, are all regarded as consonants. The 

vowels are either not written, or are expressed by peculiar signs. 

The form of most of the characters varies with their 

position as initial, medial, or final. The medials are 

sometimes connected both with the preceding and following 

letters; the finals are sometimes connected with the prece¬ 

ding letters, and sometimes not. 

2. The forms of the letters with their names and 

powers, are as follows: 

Initials. Medials. Finals. Names Powers. As numerals 

( 1 1- 
Olaph. Eng\ - Iieb. X* 1 

wn v-s Beth. - b - 2 2 

Gomal. - $ - : 3 

1* 



4 Syriac Grammar. 

Initials. Medials. Finals. Names. Powers. As numerals. 

9 r Dolath. Eng-, d Heb.1 4 

at ov He. - h - n 5 

o a Vau. . v . 1 6 

1 > Zain. - Z - T 7 

to wto V^4 Cheth. -ch(kh) - pi 8 

4 4" -4 Teth. - t - to 9 

to to -to v-to Yud. - y - > 10 

£ * Koph. - k - D 20 

V % Lomad. - i - b 30 

Lo La >* >o Mim. - m - D 40 

3 1 V 
Nun. - n - j 50 

a £& ua 017 Semcath. - s - D 60 

S* L Ee. - e - y 70 

a a v-a v-S Pe. - p,f - £> 80 

4 5* 4 
Tsode. - ts - 90 

£> a a Qoph. 
- q - p 100 

* • 
r Rish. - r - *1 200 

to. uto. Uto/ Shin. - sh - 300 
z b. Tau. - t, th - n 400 

3. Observe the five final letters with discrepant 

forms; viz. ^ ^ v and 

4. Carefully distinguish the forms which are similar: viz. 

a. j and -j which differ only in magnitude. 

b. o and which differ only in fhe length of the upper 

curve. 

c. ? and j which differ only in the position of the dot. 
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d. o and j which are differently connected to other letters; 

Vau, o, can only be connected with a letter which pre¬ 

cedes; Qoph, wo, on the contrary can be joined both to 

the preceding and following letter. 

e. v* and a which only differ in height. 

f. or ^ and \ or l which only differ in magnitude. 

5. Some letters undergo a change of form in certain 

connections. Thus j, are written as in jkx7 (Alolio, 

God): but when lomad comes before olaph, they are written 

thus j] {Jo, not). Sometimes these last are written X; and 
o 

that, when ^ is the last letter of one word and ) the first 

of another, as fixX (JAl-aro, upon earth) for . 

When lomad is doubled at the end of a word it is 

written ^ as in (nilal, he spoke). 
A 

6. The letters ] ? n o y ^ can only be joined 

to letters which precede them, and therefore not to one an¬ 

other, as {tsudoro, nausea). 

The pronunciation of Letters. 

7. |, Olaph is sometimes pronounced as yud: e. g. 

1) after or before another as *11, o-yar, f|Lc 7nloyo. 
A 0 ' ' 

2) in the pr. p. of certain verbs, with the middle radical 

doubled *) or quiescent,**) as >o|J (ko-yem, standing), 

(sho-yelasking) *|).L (bo-yez, plundering) from >ca.o ? 

In other cases j quiesces in its vowel, and is unpro¬ 

nounced. 

Beth, is regularly pronounced as in English, unless it 

*) See see. 109. **) See sec. 114, 115. 
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has the point called Ruchoch (see no. 20) when it is 

pronounced as the English v, in vine. 

Gonial, is always as in the German gut, or Eng. give. 

•> Dolath, as d in Eng. but with Ruchoclf as th in that. 

(see no. 20.) 

o Vau, is quiescent after the vowels, a, o, u: in other 

cases it is generally pronounced as v in Eng., but by 

many as 7v. 

wm Cheth, is like ch in character, but more properly as 

ch in the Scottish loch. 

v* Yud, quiesces in e, e, in other cases it is pronounced 

as g, or as the German j; yoke, Jahr. 

^ Ee, we generally do not pronounce at the beginning of 

a word or syll.; in other cases it may be pronounced 

as ng in ring. As the Ileb. j?. 

ws Pe, as p, but if it has Ruchoch as f. (see no. 20.) 

z Tau, as /, but with Ruchoch, as th, in thin, (see no. 20.) 

The other letters call for no particular remark. 

8. The letters may be divided into five classes: — 

a. Gutturals, ci ^ to which ] and s may be added. 

b. L a b i a 1 s, ..^ ? o ^ vZo ^ . 

c. Palatals, ^ 

d. Dentals, i v-ic, . . to which some add i. 

e- Linguals, v z. 

N u m e r a 1 s. 

9. For numerals from l to 400 see the Alphabet. For 

500 to 900 a dot is placed over the letters, , uo ^ 

which increases their value tenfold. From 1000 to 

9000, a line is drawn obliquely from left to right under 
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the letters j ? ^ ^ <ny o, }, u. , ^ thus j= 1000, 

o = 6000 etc.*) From 10,000 to 100,000, the letters from 

| to ** are used, with a horizontal line placed beneath 

them, thus ^ = 20,000. From 200,000 to 900,000, the 

letters from ^ to ^ are used, and similarly underlined, thus 

>o = 400,000. .And in the same way the millions from 

1 to 4 are represented by the letters thus 

^ = 3,000,000. These rules are not uniformly followed. 

(Higher numbers are given by Hoffmann, 1. 1. 8.) 

The Vowels. 

10. Anciently there were no vowel-signs used in Syriac, 

and they are not always employed even now. 

11. The vowel-signs now in use are these: 

Syr. Gr. names. powers. 

— 
V 

Pethocho. a 

- or Rebotso. e 

— 
zc 

Chebolso. i 

_ or L 
9 

Zekopho. 0 

i 

o i 

b, fc. 

° J - Etsotso. u 

Those marked Syr. are of Syriac, and thosed marked 

Gr. of Greek origin, and answer to a, e, rj9 o, v. 

12. The forms \ ", \ and are written either above 

or below the letter to which they belong, but * is written 

only above, it is also always attended by o (van) except in 

the two words and and even these are very 

commonly written with vau in ancient manuscripts. 

*) Sometimes a single line is placed over two or more numeral letters 

thus, = 802 
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13. A vowel is pronounced after the consonant above 

or below which it is written, as , me-tul, , b’sam. 

See tl'ie next section. 

Quiescible letters and Diphthongs. 

14. | quiesces in ", x, P, and when it commen¬ 

ces a word or a syll. these are written under or over it. 

L^l Abo, iip neJcar, pio*) urcho, ] ezal. 

o quiesces in ? , >ool yum, chor = %d()a. 

Hoffmann says that when it is quiescent in P the words are 

mostly of foreign origin, and that it does not quiesce in 7 y 

but forms with it a diphthong; and the same is true of 

v. quiesces in " and * den, 5In. 

15. When a vowel sign is written with a hetero¬ 

geneous quiescible letter*), it forms a diphthong. Thus o' 

= au, IzcliJ, mautho, ©oi lmu; " with 0 is pronounced 

eu, even when | or ^ is written between them, thus ooii-Lo 

(/’sheu, (ci is here silent), ^oio| y eshteu. 7 with ^ makes 

ai, 0 with v* makes oi, and £ before *, ui. 

Quantity of vowels. 

16. Pethocho is mostly short. Zekopho is gene¬ 

rally long. The remaining vowels are long or short, and 

their quantity must be learned by practice. 

Diacritic signs. 

17. The persons and genders of verbs have been in¬ 

dicated by certain points, above or below the letters, called 

diacritic signs. In the same way the suffix of the 3 pers. 

*) i. e. One with which it does not naturally quiesce. 
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pron. f. is distinguished from the m. thus ctl^ to he?', rn A-- 

he?' name. More rarely they are used with nouns. See the 

table A. 2) which shows the position of the signs with the verbs. 

Observations on Diacritic signs. 

a. The use of these signs is not regular, by some they are 

wholly omitted, by others they are only used for certain 

persons and forms of the verb, as for example, the par¬ 

ticiple present. Neither do they occur with j a ? # , and 

very seldom with 

b. In the pret. of all conjugations the diacritic point is 

written beneath any one of the radicals to denote the 

mas. The points are often omitted in the 3 fern. sing, 

or written in one or other of the ways represented in the 

paradigm. In the 2 fern. sing, and in the plu. the signs 

are scarcely necessary to distinguish the forms, yet they 

are sometimes used in the 1 and 2 pers. 

c. In the In fin. and 1 m per at. the points are used. A point 

may be placed beneath any letter of the Infin., but it is 

often omitted. In the Infm. the point may be put be- 
✓ 

neath any one of the letters, but still, often fails to remove 

ambiguity owing to the similarity of so many of the forms. 

d. In the Future also the point may be written under al¬ 

most any letter, except 1 sing, where it is placed above. 

The 3 sing. fern, seldom takes the point; otherwise it 

resembles the 2 mas. In the 3 plur. the point is some¬ 

times written above. 

e. In the participles, the p. pr. peal takes a point over 

the first radical; and in other active conjugations over the 

2 
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preformative letter lo. There are editors who put the point 

under the The pass, conjugations, take the point 

over the 1 rad. When however the point would pro¬ 

perly come over one of those letters from which it is 

omitted (see above a), it is usually placed above the foll¬ 

owing letter. The p. p. peal takes a point under one 

of the letters. 

/.* The nouns which most resemble participles, or are partici- 

pials not seldom take a point like that of the verb. 

g. Of course these points are not needful in editions where 

vowel signs are used, although even in them the 3 fern, 

suffix often takes them, as her name. 

S h e v a. 

18. This is not represented by any sign in Syriac, but 

its occurrence is indicated by the absence of a vowel; thus 

, pronounced qreb, with a slight hiatus between the & 

and the j like a very short vowel. 

Orthographic signs. 

19. There is no sign to denote the doubling of a 

letter, yet the fact may be ascertained in various ways, 

by the form of the word, by its etymology, by the actual 

doubling of the letter, and by the insertion of j or silent 

massab, gabboro. 

20. A point called Rue ho ch below the letters 

? y ? ^ j a aspirates or softens them, Thus ^ = v in 

vine, ? = th in that\ ^ — f in fat, and a — th in think. 
• • 

The aspiration of ^ and ^ does not affect the pronunciation 

among us. 
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A point called Qushoi above the same letters, shows 

that they are hard or simply have the sounds of h. g. d. 

k. p. t. 

As these points do not always appear in printed books, 

the best rule, where practicable, will be to follow the ana¬ 

logy of the Heb. and Chaldee. 

21. Other signs are : 

a. Marhetono, a line above a letter between two con¬ 

sonants to indicate the absence of a vowel, thus 

vial' ctlio. 

b. Mehagyono, a line below a letter, to show that 

though without a vowel it is to be pronounced as if it 

had one. The vowel to be supplied is mostly short e, 

but sometimes a. Thus is to be pronounced de- 
o - 

cheltho. 

c. The linea occultans is a line placed below a letter, 

to denote that such letter is to be omitted in pronun¬ 

ciation: e. g. jjj = no; viditho. In this case 
- o — 

the letter as it were undergoes an eclipse. 

Obs. Marhetono, and Mehagyono, seldom occur 

except in poetry, but the linea occultans, is of fre¬ 

quent use. 

d. Distinct from the above is a line o v er a word to point out a num¬ 

ber as^ 303; or a contraction, as for ; over the par¬ 

ticle o 1 to distinguish it from o 1 (or); u n d e r ^ before <n to show 
C A 

that the ee should be pronounced softly, as ehad; and 

under the middle radical of verbs to distinguish the imp. 

pass, from the inf. and pret., as Vgiizl ethkatl. This 

last must not be confounded with the linea occultans. 

2* 
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22. Two points placed horizontally*) over a word in¬ 

dicate that it is in the pi. If ? occurs in the word another 

point is placed beside the one it has, which thus serves two 

purposes. If no doubt can arise in reference to the form; 

Ribhui, as this sign is called, is not essential. Ribhui 

is more common with nouns, but sometimes occurs with 

verbs, especially when without vowel-points. 

23. The stops in use are various, and follow no uni¬ 

form rule. However, two points (:) placed one above the 

other, generally equal our comma, and semicolon; two points 

(•.) placed obliquely from left to right, equal our colon, or 

are a sign of interrogation; two points, (..) placed obliquely 

from right to left, so that the higher one rises a little above 

the line, equal our colon and semicolon and are much 

like (•.) except that while the former is more frequent in 

the protasis the latter commonly occurs in the apodosis 

of a sentence. A single point may be used for the period 

(.), for which some place four ❖ or But so various is 

the use of these signs, that it is better to acquire their power 

in different editions, from observation. 

Chap. II. Changes of Consonants and Vowels; etc. 

24. Permutation of Consonants. This, which is 

not infrequent, is the substitution of one letter for another, 

in the derivation of words from one language or dialect into 

another, or in different derivatives and forms in the same 

language. The principal cases are these: 

1) Letters of the same organs. 

*) Or with ^ obliquely, thus 
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a. Labials, as with ^3 e. g. |]from Heb. bn2, iron, 

b. Palatals, as ws with . e. g. Heb. 
A* a *1: * • : t 7 

sulphur. 

c. Ling rials, as > with e. g. jLoJ, Heb. D2^. (There 

is no permutation of l and n, in Syr.) 

d. Dentals, as 1 with ^ ? e. g. psLo, Heb. ni2. 

e. Gutturals, as ] with 01 e. g. |Ls. Heb. HPD. 

2) Letters of similar organs. 

a. Dentals with linguals, as 5 with p j^cn Heb. ani. 
£. Gutturals with dentals, as ^ with ^ e. g. ji>j, 

Heb. y^x. 

c. Linguals with labials, as ^ with e. g. . Heb. dn‘. 

d. To these may be added the liquids, l with n, as 
A 2 

Heb. |nJ. 

/ with r, as jL^oGj , Heb. 
7 t t : • 

n with r, as ? Heb. 

£. Q uie s c en t s, as | with 0 ef g. >0 for . 

o with cn? e. g. ^01? ? Heb. pn. 

o with ^ e. g. r£o, Heb. "ijp. 

3) The conjugation of certain verbs, etc. 

a. In the passive conjugations of verbs beginning with den¬ 

tals, the z of the prefix is transposed with the initial 

letter of the root, and in some cases undergoes permu¬ 

tation, thus after ^ with ^ , as . I for . j ? after 

| with ? as i| for ^Gzj. 

b. In some inflexions, the quiescents suffer permutation, 

as from 

c. In the middle or end of a word, ) may suffer permutation 

with ^ — 
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a. When it effects the feminine termination (like the 

Heb. n); in the state construct (see No. 153. 6.); and be¬ 

fore suffixes. Thus, of come 
• • • 

/?. When ) the characteristic of Aphel becomes z 

the conjugation Ethtaphal, thus, <_axoozzj for *atfo|z|. 

in 

y. When the first radical | in Ethpeel and Ethpaal, 

becomes z; as t2zz] for ^jz]. 

d. The middle radical of verbs double ee (4z>) what¬ 

ever it is, becomes | in the part. act. peal; as for ipL. 

25. Transposition of consonants. By permu¬ 

tation we intend a change of form, and by transpo¬ 

sition, a change of place. 

Transposition often occurs for the sake of euphony and 

ready pronunciation. It is most frequent with the dentals 

and ?. 

In Ethpe. and Ethpa., (not in Ethtaphal), z is transpo¬ 

sed with the first radical if it be a dental, as for 
a: 

v, |. With I and . there is both permutation and trans- 

position (see in N. 24.). In the conjugation Shaphel, z is 

transposed with ^ e. g. for ^?ozz|. 

Transposition often occurs with the letters j, m? ^ 

and ^ (especially 0 and ^), e. g. Hal, Heb. npbn, 
^ cj y IT j t w } 

Chal. bn etc. 
T 

Obs. a. When j is a middle radical in verbs, it is in Ethpe. 

transposed with the preceding letter, as ^s]z| for 
■*/ W ^ 

wAkaZ| from 
'i/ SU W 

b. Transposition sometimes occurs in individual words, 

as ^201 imP* of 
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26. Occult letters, or letters unpronounced. 

Certain consonants are sometimes written without vowels and 

not uttered in speaking or reading. Under such letters the 

linea occultans is written, except in those Greek deriva¬ 

tives to which | has been prefixed without a vowel and 

left unpronounced. [Ohs. Some write these Greek deriva¬ 

tives with a vowel others with the linea occultans; 

but the rule of Hoffmann seems preferable.] 

1) ) is occult in certain words, as and its re¬ 

lated forms, ? fj] when used as a substantive verb 

[lam) or as a part.; and in Greek words written with ini¬ 

tial j, as , onoyyog, [sponge) 2) oi is occult in 

on and J* when they are used for the verbs subst. or are 

pleonastic. Hence <n is itself sometimes not written, thus aioi, 

which is for OOl jjd . 

In the 3 sing. suff. to a noun or verb ci is occult, as 

^cio.£ ] ^ [Abui) his father ; [qroi) he called him. 

In the verb joci [fait) when it is an auxiliary or re¬ 

dundant <n is occult, but not when used as a verb subst. 

Thus we say joci J [qotel-vo) he was killing; but 

|o oi (Jivo 'amy) he was with me. 

oi is occult in the verb ^oi-I, [yah) he gave. 

In proper names from other languages, when oi is put 

for the rough breathing, it is occult, as cA, Rume, 

Rome, fi? OOl-ik [yudoye) Jews. 

3) Letters are sometimes written twice to denote their 

derivation; one of these is occult, e. g. jJLa ], UXl, . 
y 

4) In new, and Church, the ? is occult. 
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5) The letters which in Heb. are most frequently assi¬ 

milated, in Syr. most often become occult; viz. I and n; e. g. 

^ in (to go) whenever it should have a vowel 

and i be without one, gives its vowel to -j and becomes 

occult; e. g. for z^j [Obs. When = to profit, 

occultation does not occur.] 

in pro. 2 pers. sing, and plur., and in many nouns 

is occult; e. g. *j|, 

6) 5 for nun in {bath) daughter, is occult, also 

in imp. ^?<n (hat) from 

Aphaeresis, Contraction, Apocope. 

27. Aphaeresis is the removal of a letter from the 

beginning- of a word. 

Contraction is the removal of a letter from the middle 

of a word. 

Apocope is the removal of a letter from the end of 

a word. 

28. Aphaeresis occurs with p ^ wj. 

With | when occult; e. g. for ^ ]z-xl 

for ]z-tl]. ]z from ]z] etc. 
d9 - ' d d * 

With ~ e. g. >^(71 from from 
y ^ — y m/ a: 

With o, in verbs ^ (sec. 107), as \i from Vaj, 

and in some nouns. 

29. Contraction. If a letter falls out by contraction, 

that which precedes takes its vowel; e. g. walJ for . Ap7 > 

and this for . Ap from 
y a 

1) ) always falls out in verbs (sec. 110, 111), 

after the preformatives of Pe. and Pa. in I, and frequently 
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after the other preforma fives of the fut. and p. of the 

same conj. e. g. ^asj, I will eat, for from V=|: 

for | also falls out when two words are 
>*/ **< 

by eras is united as _ij from ] ^j. 

2) o and ^ often disappear, especially in verbs with 

mid. rad. quiescent (sec. 114, seqq.): e. g. | for 

1: for from U~, //?v\ 
^ A ' ' 

3) ^ 3, and 3; e. g. from Chal. 

for for (in this word the j 

is retained in the pi.) 

4) In quadriliterals (sec. 97), from verbs ^ and ^ 

the second rad. will sometimes fall out in derivatives, e. g. 
7 O 

]^\o} for l4^h 

5) One of the letters occurring twice in verbs ^ 

(sec. 109), sometimes falls away; e. g. wo? for uily. 

for ]op=j. So also in nouns from the same verbs, 

as for — The letter ) is an exception to 

this rule. 

6) 2 without a vow. falls away before another 2 in 

the state emph. f. sing.; e. g. ]2r^ for |22^. In pass. 
• 6 • 

conj. however, two Taus are written together, but not 

three; e. g. >^*22 for >cu.*222 except 2 is 1 rad. when 
JO ■*/ 30 >i/ s 

three are written to show the derivation of the word, or 

its meaning, as An;;; = 2 f. sing. Ethpe., from 
^ jo A •+* 

7) ^ in (?ios), when used with a p. for the pr. 

often falls out by c r a s i s, e. g. ^1^.^ for ^2^10, 

1 Th. 3. 3. 

30. Apocope. This less often occurs, in the follow¬ 

ing cases. 
3 
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1) in st. constr. pi., as ^1 from 

2) Sometimes with quiescents when otiose, as 

iLiJ for |JaiJ the thieves entered; for 

they brought forth; fern. pi. 

3) In verbs "]} (sec. 1 ‘2 3 seqq.) the 3 rad. often falls 

away before the pi. termination, e. g. for 

4) The f. term, m of the Heb. becomes ©1 in Syr.; 

e. g. * from Heb. mbut the z reappears with 

suffixes, and in all cases except the nominative sing. 

Prosthesis, Epenthesis, Paragoge. 

31. Prosthesis consists in prefixing a letter to a 

word for the sake of euphony; epen thesis is the inser¬ 

tion of a letter in the middle of a word; paragoge, is 

the addition of a letter to the end of a word. These changes 

occur less frequently than some others. 

32. Prosthesis generally occurs with ]. 

1) In words beginning with two consonants, as zos| 
A 

for zos. 

2) In words beginning with ** quiescent, as | for 

jl*. and in words of Gr. origin, as ■ + from eixij. 
• x / a: a: * 

3) In foreign words, especially such as begin with two 

consonants, (e. g. }j&a£gL»j . stuk-se) one of which is a 

sibilant. , Stephen, and some others are written 

either with or without the j prosthetic. 

33. Epen thesis. 

1) |. In many nouns and forms of verbs to compen¬ 

sate for reduplication, which the Syr. does not employ. 
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2) ©. In some Gr. nouns, especially proper names. 

3) <n. In some Gr. nouns beginning with r, to com¬ 

pensate for the rough breathing, but it is marked with 

the linea occultans, and its employment is not uni¬ 

form. It also sometimes occurs in compound Greek words 

as ^o?oija£j from ovvodog. 

4) ^ is often inserted to compensate for dagesh 

forte, as in Chal.; but is written with the linea occul¬ 

tans. Sometimes also in derivatives from the Gr. n is 

written twice in Syr. when it occurs but once in the ori¬ 

ginal word. 

5) is also sometimes epenthetic. 

34. Paragoge. This is not common. It is most fre¬ 

quent with v in 1 and 3 pi. pret. f. and m. as 

\ >*/ 

Gutturals. 

35. ]? oi ? ^ (T) seem to prefer 7 as their vowel 

when they can have it, especially in the last syll. of a word. 

But this rule is not by any means universal. 

Quiescent letters. 

36. The letters |, © and ^ (as in Heb.) serve as con¬ 

sonants, but often quiesce in certain vowels. With vowel 

points there will be no ambiguity, but without them, use 

alone can determine whether they are movable (consonants) 

or quiescent (vowels). 

37. These letters are more prone to quiesce in Syr. 

than in Heb. and Chal. 
3* 
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38. o quiesces only in o and u: with a and e it 

makes diphthongs, (see no. 15.) 

v* quiesces only in e and i (see no. 15.) 

| quiesces in any of the vowels. 

^ was pronounced softly by the Syrians and there¬ 

fore often treated in the same way as j especially be¬ 

fore oi thus [Here the line under ^ shows that 

it is not to be written without a vowel.] 

oi is always movable. 

Otiose letters. 

39. These neither quiesce in the previous vowel, nor 

are occult by having the linea occulta ns, and yet are 

unpronounced. 

1) ), when the pronouns £ajj , are joined to 

a p. to form a present tense;—as £aj] which is 

pronounced kotlitun, = kotloten, — where 

both | and the final ^ of the p. are left unpronounced. 

) is also otiose in such forms as ||^, mo; IfLi, tamo. 

2) o at the end of verbs without a vowel; e. g. 

oXgLo = k’tal. (see no. 30. 2). Vau is also otiose in 

some nouns where it is written twice, e. g. = 

shuchoro. 

3) v*, at the end of verbs without a vowel, as . ^ * 

= k’tal: in the pronouns 2 f. sing, = at; and 

in the suffixes of 1 pers., 2 f. sing., and 3 m. sing., 

but only in certain cases. Yud is also silent in some 

nouns and adverbs, as .Vw) = etmol, yesterday; 

etc. 
A'* J 
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40. o and ^ when otiose in suffixes, seem formerly to 

have been pronounced. (Comp. Matt. 27, 46; Mar. 5, 41; 

Joh. 20, 16, with the Greek text.) 

41. Some of the older grammarians do not consider 

these letters to be otiose, as Buxtorf, Hottinger, Leusden etc. 

Changes of quiescent s. 

42. The peculiarities of these letters lead to various 

changes which are of importance, especially in the inflexion 

of irregular verbs. The changes referred to are quiesc¬ 

ence, permutation, epenthesis and elision. Only 

the principal cases will be indicated. 

43. Quiescence. 1) A quiescible letter with a vowel, 

when it comes after a consonant without one, supplies a 

vowel to that consonant. >o?|3 = lodliom for I’odhom. 
o 

2) A quiescible letter without a vowel, coming after 

a consonant with one, takes the vowel of that consonant. 

3) A quiescible letter without a vowel coming after 

a consonant also without one, assumes a homogeneous 

vowel. 

4) When two quiescibles come together, if possible, the 

second quiesces in the first. 

44. o and ^ for the most part quiesce in a long vowel; 

| in its own vowel whether long or short. 

45. Permutation. 

] and o. In Aph. and Shaph. of verbs '\s (sec. 110, 

111) and in their passives, and in some other cases j 

becomes o. 
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| and s*. In the same verbs, j becomes ^ in the 

same conjugations, and in Pa. and Ethpa. of verbs % 

and j]? (sec. 114, 123), as well as in the derivation of 

some nouns, and in some other cases, e. g. the emphatic 

term, and f. ]; as from and from 

o and |. In verbs "o± (sec. 1 16) the p. Pe. sing, m., 

o becomes ); e. g. from >oa-o. 

o and va. In the same verbs, o becomes ^ in Pa. 

and Ethpa., and also in the p. Pe. before an added 

syll. e. g. 

^ and in verbs Jls (sec. 112), after the pref. of 

inf. and fut. Pe.; thus, r^]vo from . 
• £ a: • m/ a: 

^ and o in the same verbs in Aph. Shaph. and 

their passives; and also, in some derivatives, chiefly from 

the same verbs. 

46. Epenthesis and Paragoge. 

1) Of | in some forms as a substitute for doubling 

a letter (no. 19). In some forms j may or may not be 

inserted; as or |^z. In derivatives from the 

Greek, | is sometimes inserted for a, ei, or e. 

o and ^ are similarly used as matres lection is 

for o and i. 

oi even may be used to express the Gr. e. 

2) In some nouns and particles, when ^ with v pre¬ 

ceding is changed into j1 in the st. emph. (e. g. 

as from and from o^A. 
/ A A/ 

Some nouns take a o quiescent before suffixes as 

A 7 \ A 7 A'' A 
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47. Elision or rejection. Thus, •— 

may become from . In the 1 fut. sing, of 
^ ■*' A 

verbs % (sec. 110) this regularly occurs; also in the imp. 

Pa. and Aph. of verbs "jj (sec. 123) before suffixes; e. g. 

V<LI for ^cLI from jcL. 

© and ^ easily fall out of verbs J^a, and 'as (sec. 

110—113), or "a^ (sec. 116-—122); thus, 

for : also in their derivatives. 

Vowel Changes. 

48. Vowels are either impure or pure: the former 

remaining invariable or unchanged during inflexion; the 

latter admitting of change. 

49. Impure or invariable vowels; quiesce in their 

homogeneous vowel letter (mater lection is); or are those 

which in Heb. would have dagesh forte after them; or, are 

those which in the penult, are open, i. e. in which the 

vowel closes the 'syll.; and lastly, final syllables in which o 

or u are placed. 

There are some exceptions to these rules, which may 

be acquired by practice. 

50. Pure or variable vowels, undergo changes which 

relate less to quantity than in Heb. These changes are 

rejection, transposition, or permutation. In some 

cases vowels are assumed. 

1) Rejection, pertains only to final vowels which are 

pure, and not even then if a single letter which can be 

joined to the preceding syll. be added to the word. E. g. 
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nVfr r> from V^-d ; in other cases the vowel falls away, as 

r®y »r°* 

Such changes are to facilitate pronunciation, but do 

not always occur where they might, for in some cases 

the vowel remains where a 3 rad. before suffixes and 

particles would be left without a vowel, as 

2) Transposition occurs — 

a. In the imp. Pe. pi. m. before a suff. as 

from 

b. In certain nouns of the form , when such an 

addition is made at the end as produces a new syll.; 

e. g. U ?q.£> from Also in tlie f. of some 

nouns of the forms ILjlo, JLguo, us , emph. 
•*/ / '*/•*/' y q 

c. In certain compound particles, as from JL. 
3C • OC 

With the pref. becomes vLoal*. and >c>a,j> 
L 7 7*7 

. except ^ and ? lose their vowels, as in 

d. In the verb | whenever the mid. rad. would be 
A * ' 

without a vow. it takes the vowel of v* which be¬ 

comes occult, as Z'^il ezeth, for z^i) . 

e. The separable pronouns on and Jin, when pleonastic 

or put for the substantive verb, give up their vow. 

to the previous word, the final letter of which is 

without one, and oi becomes occult. Thus Ooi 
A * 

laithu. 

Obs. When a vow. is transposed it appears in its 

proper and original form, and not always in the one 

it had before transposition. 
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3) Permutation. 

a. The * of the preformatives of inf. and fut. Pe. in a 

simple syll. becomes * as for . 

b. Before gutturals and ? ? ~ often, and * sometimes be¬ 

comes e. g. for | for ^1? j and 
• • A A A 

for . 

c. The f. term. j_ often becomes y in the st. constr., as 
d 

from j.L|. In the st. emph. P often becomes 7 be¬ 

fore on and forms a diphthong, as oaij^aLo for oSi )^q . 

d. Some vowels, when joined with a quiescible letter, 

especially * and 1 quiescing in are contracted into 

a diphthong, by an increment, as from 

from 

51. Assumption. 

Besides the cases mentioned in nos. 37, 38., a vowel 

often inserted between two consonants. 

1) If two consonants without a vow. are so placed 

at the beginning of a word or syll. that the third cons, 

has a vow., the first assumes a vow.; generally 57 but 

sometimes as for The same occurs in 

words beginning in f occult and having the following 

cons, without a vow., as |i^|o for 

The rule is, —• when three consonants would come 

together without a vow. insert one under the first; quies¬ 

cent or occult letters not being reckoned. 

Obs. A few nouns f. assume u in the st. emph.; as 

from lL:J. from |Ao>z. 
o ^ ^ # * * 

4 
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2) Where one of these letters is quiescible, especially 

in the middle of a word, it takes a vow. in which it 

can quiesce. 

a. In the f. emph. of the pass. p. Pa. and Aph. ^ forms 

a diphthong with 7y as The act, p. of 

the same is 
^ x 

b. In the st. emph. of certain f. forms, where 0 pre¬ 

cedes z or |z, it quiesces in * and also before suf¬ 

fixes connected with a vow.; thus, ]Zotl, .Zoll. 
• / > A • s 

[but .olzorL, where o follows the rule in sec. 51. 1).] 

3) In some words, the vow. is sometimes inserted 

and sometimes not; as and 

Obs. Other methods of pointing have been adopted, 

but we have given only that which is most generally 

recognised. 

Syllables. 

52. 1) Syllables are either simple or compound; 

the former using a long vow., the latter long or short. 

But a simple syll. can take a short vow. before those 

consonants which in Heb. would have had dagesh. 

2) Syllables begin with consonants; real exceptions 

can scarcely be found; such as V»j and are so 
vu • si/ j: 

in appearance only. 

3) Syllables may begin or end with one or with 

two consonants; but they seldom end with two, and 

never begin with three. 

4) If a word ends with two consonants, one of them 

is often occult, as 
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5) After a short vow., a letter without a vow. be¬ 

longs to the previous syll.; but after a long one, gene¬ 

rally to the following, and always after a diphthong. 

6) Two consonants coming in a word, without a vow. 

belong, one to the preceding, the other to the following 

syll. even if its vow. is long. 

Obs. on 5). Such words as form an appa¬ 

rent exception to this rule. 

Tone or accent and its changes. 

. 53. The Syriac being a dead language, and no rules 

having been left by the earliest writers upon it, we can 

say but little on this subject. Some have too hastily followed 

the analogy of the Heb. 

De Dieu and others — on what authority we know 

not, have given rules such as the following. 

1) The accent is regularly on the penult., but some¬ 

times on the final syll. of a word. The same syll. re¬ 

tains it even when additions are made to the word. 

2) The last syll. has an acute accent in words which 

are etymologically monosyllabic, and in those which end 

in a movable cons, without a vow. The terminations 

^ , vo and zo generally have the accent, as 

also apocopate forms in o and 

3) In Gr. and other derivatives, if the accent is on 

the antepenult, it is removed to the penult.; if elsewhere, 

it remains. 
4 * 
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Trisyllables and polysyllables generally have the accent 

on the penult. 

0 b s. The study of Syriac poetry will no doubt 

throw light on this subject. (See Pt. 4. Prosody, in 

this work.) 
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PART II. 

ETYMOLOGY. 

Chap. I. Roots: General structure of the Language. 

54. Roots. These for the most part resemble the Heb. 

They are mostly triliteral, but while the Heb. pronounces 

them as two syllables, the Syr., like the Chal. contracts 

them into one. Thus Heb. b&Qp, dial, btgp9 Syr. V^-o. -— 

This chiefly applies to verbs. 

There are more pluriliterals in Syr. than in Heb., 

but they are partly exotics, and parity spring from triliterals. 

55. Letters are either radicals or serviles. The 

radicals are not used in inflexions (except as in 24. 3) a). 

The serviles are used to effect grammatical forms. 

oi, o, io, a, (-*-), z, are serviles. 

1? ^^^, i, (—aie ladicals. 

Obs. ^ is generally considered as a radical, but it is, 

used to form the Shaphel conjugation, and therefore, is realty 

a servile. 

56. Serviles are either essential (formatives), or non- 

essential, to which latter belong the prosthetic letters (no. 32). 
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57. Parts of speech. These we shall call, verb, 

noun, pronoun, and particles, including in the latter 

advei'bs, prepositions, conjunctions and mterjections. 

58. We shall treat the parts of speech in the following 

order; — pronouns, verbs, nouns,*) particles. 

59. The Shemitic dialects effect grammatical forms, rather 

by prefixes and suffixes [composed of (fragmentary) pronouns 

and particles], than by inflection properly so called, though 

this obtains to a certain extent, 

60. In Syr. we shall have to deal more with Graecisms, 

than with Hebraisms and Arabisms. 

61. There is no article in Syr. but its place is pro¬ 

perly supplied by the st. emph. of nouns, which will be 

treated below (sec. 152, 178). 

We shall now proceed to consider the parts of speech 

in the order above indicated. 

Chap. II. The Pronoun. 

62. Personal pronouns. As in Heb. these are 

either separable or inseparable, according as they are 

joined to other words or not. 

63. The separable pronouns are — 

1. Sing. c. g. I U'l 
■yV 

1. Plu. 0 O’ o* 
7 

we 

2. - j m. thou Ml 
2 - ”• 

ye 

\ f. — 

- A 
T-lfiJJ \ w A 

— 

-1 
m. 

f. 

he 

she 

^ 7 

©01 ? ©01 
0 

SAOI V^OI 
a: y 

3. - 
i m. 

i 
** ^ 0 

/*, AP 

£1, ^ * 1 01 

.ojj they. \ ^ 

9 

Obs. 1) These are only used as nominatives, except 

*) Including- adjectives. 
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.aj | and ) which after transitive verbs become accu- 
\ si/ \ \i/ 7 

satives, but are nominatives where they stand for the 

verb substantive. 

2) Where p] — sum, I am, j is occult; thus p| pi 

eno-no, I am, p| $Iof, I say. When the word is joined 

to a p. | falls out, as p±4^ for If the p. 
Si/ — Si/ 

ends in |, that also falls out, as pCP for pj . 

3) ^ as a verb subsj. frequently rejects ^ and 

coalesces with the previous word [no. 29. 7).] Even 

when is written separately after a p., many drop 

the in pronunciation; thus they pronounce alike 
1 y /* /rs 

and 

4) When pronouns of the 2 pers. = Subst. verb, 

they always coalesce with the previous word in pronun¬ 

ciation, and often in writing- thus aj| or 
^ 7 - A f I a: f ai? 

<—.4. or cz^ : pronounced ilidath, ilidithun. 
v — \ . 3:3= 

5) ocn and ^<n in such cases are similarly treated; 
a: 

^ y y ^ y y 

e. g. o si or o . 

Note a. When the previous word ends in f it is 

sometimes changed into 7 and a diphthong is effected; 

thus for j? oi, we have v-ioij?ai. Still more frequently? 

this occurs with f and o<n and f and ^<n: thus ©oijkl^, 

and ^oipLp. In some cases this substitution does not 

take place but f is retained before ^oi, thus, raboi. 

b. By this peculiarity some letters which would be otiose 

become movable as dd-yu, where ^ regains 

its power as a consonant. 

6) o oi and o^i, and Jtn are distinguished by 

5 
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diacritical points, hut what is their difference of meaning 

is not clear. 

7) The forms of 3 pi. which begin with ] differ from 

those in <n in being generally used for suffixes and 

accusatives; and very often for the subst. verb. 

64. Inseparable pronouns, or suffixes: especially 

those of the verb. 

These are fragments of pronouns partly in use and 

partly obsolete. 

1) Joined to verbs they generally denote the acc. of 

the pronoun. 

2) Joined to nouns they stand for possessive pronouns. 

3) Joined to particles they represent oblique cases of 

the pronoun. 

4) The suff. of a noun is in 1 sing. ^ , but of a 

verb ^j. 

5) Inseparable pronouns are numerous: the verbal 

xes 

1 

; are - 

Sing. e. g. 7 / 7 \ 7 

WAJ ^ VmaJ , 1 ,4 ) —— 

2 — m. 
0 

* 9 

- - f. 
/T- P 

3 — m. ^51 . ( aTIC ) 51 , ^01»a. 

- — f. 
-9 \ - J * 1 

. 0 
01 01 . 

1 PI. c. g. .7 / 7 \ 0 

^ v'nv? 
2 — m. 

^ ^ p 

- f. 
-r. /Ts P 

0 b s. a. Each suffix can clearly have two forms; 

one to follow a vowel, and one to follow a consonant; 
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or, one may begin with a vow. and the other with 

a cons. 

b. The suff. 3 pi. m. and f. are wanting, and the separate 

pronouns are used instead, in which case they always 

follow the verb. 

c. Suffixes to participles are infrequent, but when they occur 

they resemble those to nouns. 

, Suffi: ses of n oun s sing ular 

Sing. 1 c. g. pi. 1 c. g. 
7 

V* 

- 2 m. 
0 

- 2 m. 
£v 

- - f. 
/Tv 

w4‘3 > 
- - f. 

(T 

- 3 m. 
/Tv 

01 > 
— 3 m. ^OGl . 

- - f. 
0 

s 
-■ — f. 

/T» 

will be sufficient to observe now in reference 

these forms, 

a. That the suff. 1. sing, is unpronounced. 

b. That nouns which in the st. constr. end in WI do not 

take the suff. of 1. sing. 

c. That these suffixes do not take their number and gender 

from the nouns to which they are attached, but from those 

for which they stand. 

Suffi xes to noun s plur al. 

Sing. 1 ( '• &• 

V 

u. pi. 1 c. g. 
7 

-* 2 m. V 

t*- 
- 2 m. *v 7 

- - f. , 
7 

- - f. * 7 

— 3 m. 7 

sa(TIO — 
- 3 m. * 7 

CTL.L— 

- - f. 
/Tv 

- - f. 
/tv V 

The rules for the use of these will be found below, no. 154. 

5 * 
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67. Suffixes to particles. 

These sometimes form cases of the pronoun, as , 

to me, ctuLo from her. 

The suff. of , and expresses the nominative, 

as -M . / am. 
A ' 

The suffixes sometimes seem to be in the nom. when 

they are not: thus all these, is properly the 

whole of these. 
*«► 

Some prepositions were originally nouns, and their 

suffixes are of this possessive character. 

Such prepositions usually take the suff. as if they were 

pi. nouns, thus . ^ • 

Some particles which may take suffixes, consist of 

but one letter, as wa ? but this last is changed 

into V-o; thus, ^ of thee, thine etc. (See more in 

no. 170 below.) 

68. The declension of V*? with suffixes is here given: — 

Sing. 1 c. g. pi. 1 c. g. 

- 2 m. 
T a • 

- 2 m. 

- - f. - - f. " V * 

— 3 m. - 3 m. 
\ 

— — f. 
d 

- - f. 

69. Demonstrative Pronouns. 

Sing. m. 

f. 

p , 0 p 

, Poi, 
r 15 

PI. m. ) 

f. ,_,jJ <n ^ 
C L. &. 

Obs. a. The forms lioi and coalesce with Ooi 

and when they follow instead of the verbs subst.: thus 
7 P OP 

oJcn wcipci . 
7 - ' # 
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b. Sometimes the 01 of jin falls out, and the pronoun is 

joined to a preceding word, as |ioo-I for jjci gao.1. 

(see Matth. 6. 11.) 

c. aJoi and are both demonstrative and personal pro¬ 

nouns, and the same is true of oci, . 

d. seldom occurs except before the relative ?, or in 

comparisons. 

e. ^oi seldom occurs: jjci is probably its st. emph. 

f. jJoi and ijoi are sometimes joined to oci and JZn for em¬ 

phasis; oci coi are also joined for the some reason. (See 

Gal. 6. 7.) 

Q. c ci ^ ci, fy_j ci ^ ^ Hi i ci ^ an d often represent the 

Gr. article, and then stand either before their nouns or 

immediately after them. 

70. Interrogative Pronouns: who, what. 

who? is used of persons for both genders and 

numbers; when without a vow. it is distinguished from 

prep, by a dot over it _^.*) It is sometimes used 

of things, though, ? ^ |io, usually perform that 

office. 

y sometimes written <aL is less often used 

than . 

gL ] m. and jl* ] f., are sometimes used for persons: 
z • A 

as also ) in pi. for both genders. 

71. ]lho stands for both numbers and genders. 

72. Interrogative pronouns sometimes coalesce with oc 
Z* P 7 

as a verb subst. thus , what is (it) ? so ^-yl • 

*) When Gi is without a vowel it has a point beneath the vd , thus 

thus Ruth 2. 11, 13. 
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73. Interrogatives are sometimes used for indefinite 

pronouns. 

74. Relative pronouns. 

The usual form is ?, sometimes ; for both genders 

and numbers. 

This 5 may be prefixed to a pro. or follow it, but is 

always joined to the beginning of a word as an insepa¬ 

rable particle. Thus Oo» or eoi; .aico ; or gioi. 

It may also be joined to a demonstrative, _? |j<n. 

These forms are only used when the relative refers 

to the antecedent. 

If the relative ? begins a sentence it is joined with 

other pronouns, as ^, -? , -? So also m. ? , 

f. _ 9 ) and for the pi. -> . ^ Q 

Chap. III. The verb. 

75. The verb is regarded by grammarians as the 

most important of the parts of speech in Syriac, and in lexi¬ 

cons is generally put as the radical form from which re¬ 

lated nouns etc. have been derived. 

76. Verbs are distinguished as primitives and 

derivatives. The latter are again divided into verbals, 

denominatives and departiculatives, according as 

they are derived from verbs, nouns, or particles. The 

two last subdivisions are of most recent origin, at least, so 

it is supposed, but the primitives are most numerous. 

77. 1) Verbals, are merely the conjugations derived 

from the root or peal form, such as paal, ethpaal etc. 
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2) Deiiominatives, are thought to have been de¬ 

rived from nouns, as wocn?, to gild’ from jjocn? gold. 

3) Departiculatives, or those from particles, are 

but few, as ^z**z. to put under from z**z, under. 

78. The primiti ve form is considered to be the 3 sing, 

m. pret. peal, and consists of three consonants, pronoun¬ 

ced as one syll.; as . k’tal, and therefore having but 

one vow. which may be u or e, but is generally a: the e 

is more frequent in intransitive verbs. Examples are, in u, 

naj; in e, ; and in a, V^.o. [See Table P. a. for the 

usual personal inflexions.] 

7 9. The derivatives of verbs, or conjugations, are 

variously enumerated. The most frequent are the eight which 

follow in pairs. 

Peal active, and Etbpeel V^z) passive. 

Pael vJlj — — Ethpaal v£ozj 

Aphel — — Ethtaphal V^-ozzi — 

Shaphel VW — — Eshtaphal — 
A * 

80. The passive conjugations all begin with the prefix 

z] and all except Ethpeel end with a in the last syll. [See 

Table P. b. for the usual conjugational peculiarities, or tem¬ 

poral inflexions.] 

81. Verbs are either regular or irregular; we 

shall first treat of regular verbs. 

82. In verbs, whether regular or irregular, the tenses 

formed by inflexion are but two, preterite and future. 

There are also an imperative, an infinitive, and 

a participle, which are of course treated as moods. 
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Various tenses are formed with the aid of auxiliary 

verbs, and pronouns. Thus from the part, (by means of 

pronouns), a present active and passive is formed: e. g. 

thou art slaying; thou art being slain. 

By means of the p. and substantive verb, we get an im¬ 

perfect; e. g. ooo. they were slaying. By means 

of the substantive verb joined to the pret. in the same num¬ 

ber, gender, and person we get a pluperfect, e. g. ]c<n 

he had slain.*) 

83. A paradigm of the regular verb is presented in 

Tab. A. 1), and the remaining paradigms will follow it in 

the order of reference, except A. 2). 

Observations on the regular verb. 

A. The principal form, or Peal. 

84. It must be remembered that besides the common 

form in *, e. g. VgLo . there is a second in ", e. g. 

and a third in ^ e. g. as already stated in Sec. 78. 

85. Some verbs have forms in both * and ", whereby 

the meaning is sometimes varied (see No. 78.). 

86. The Preterite Peal, is inflected by attaching 

suffixes to the end of the word, and varying the vowel 

as it may be necessary. 

The suffixes are mostly fragmentary pronouns. 

The following occur in all preterites. 

3 

Sing. 

root form 

z — 

Plu. 

9 \° 9 ' 
/Tv 

9 ^ 9 

*) See more on the lenses in Sec. 204 seqq. 
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Sing. Plur. 

111. z — \©z — 
f. 

c. g. z 
V 

\ , rJ 

The line attached to the suffix, here represents the un¬ 

changing root, or ground form. 

0 b s. 1) Some forms are not distinguished in pronun¬ 

ciation, though they are in writing, as , 
' A ' 

Some however pronounce cJz^.o as if written 

qtalv, and as if written with a final consonant y, 

qicily, — or German j, q’talj. 

2) Where the form regularly has 7 the form 

regularly has ", but in 1 and 3 sing. f. 

has ~ like the other. 

3) In most verbs, some of the persons have two forms, 

as in the previous table, the 1 and 3 pi. 

4) Sometimes the 3 pi. loses final o in m., and 

^ in f. 

5) Ribui maybe attached to some plural forms, espe¬ 

cially those last mentioned, as they slew, for al4-e, 

or 

9) The term, of the 1 pi. ^, generally has no vowel, 

but may have one, • this however rarely 

occurs. 

87. The Future Peal, singular. 

This has not only some suffixes, but prefixes, joined 

to the root, generally after its vowel has been changed to \ 

These prefixes take the vowel *, thus in the 

6 
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Sing. 

3. 
l m. 

j f. ^ 

root 
/T\ 

2 

Z , or — z 

2. 
j m. 

, - 

z 
•O' 

or 

S*/ 

— z 

i. 

Obs. In 

C O’ 
o’ 

intransitive verbs 

1 
Si/ 

the root is either or 

for fut. and not ^aj-o. There are a few exceptions, 

as vLl. fut. to labour; ,4^ fuh t° make; 

fut. to buy. [This obs. only applies to regular verbs.] 

88. Fut. Peal Plural. 

This is similarly formed by prefixes, and suffixes which 

are added after rejecting the vowel from the root, except in 

1 pers.: thus — 

in the Plu. 

3. 

2. 

1. 

m. 

f. 

m. 

f. 

c or 

root 

\ 

V 
p 

\ 

b. 

o 

2 

2 

z 

<♦. 

z 
/* 

J 

Obs. Some verbs admit apocope in the fut. but less 

frequently than those in the cognate dialects: thus — |©aii be¬ 

comes | <nJ ^ jooiZ , jcnZ etc. 
. / >*/ ./ m/ 

89. The Imperative, Peal: 

This is regularly formed by adding its terminations 

to the root of the fut. The exceptions are mostly 

the same as in the future. (See no. 87) Its forms are — 

2. m. root Plu. m. 0 — [ ^ — j Sing. 

f. ~ f. , [ - — J 
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90. The Infinitive, Peal. 

This is mostly formed by prefixing the syll. to the 

root; thus — and very rarely a^o^o. To this 

form ^ is frequently prefixed. The infinitive of all other 

conjugations ends in © in the absolute form. 

91. The Participle, Peal. 

This is both active or Poel, and passive or Peil, in 

the regular verb. But in verJ?s denoting sensations and 

affections etc., the passive form may have an active mean¬ 

ing as holding, ;^ v ^ taking hold of etc. 

The present tense is formed out of the participle*) 

in this manner — 

Sing. Plu. 

3. 

2. 

1. 

\ m. OCT 
7 ,, 0 

01' OOI 
p 

^oJoi 

) f. a 01 

0 p o .So 

or sacti fpuD 
P 

^ . 1 Cl 

m. 
-A 

or 
A 

.©£wJ j 
> “ A 

or 

) f. ) 
-A 

P 0 

U* or 
A W >* M/ - A N 0 

or 

\ 
m. PI 

V 

\ 

1 f. Pi 
° p 

U* 
V 

\ 
^r 

0bs. The passive or Peil p. often has 7 after the 

first consonant, especially in intransitive verbs, verbs which 

begin with |, etc. 

B. The remaining conjugations. 

92. Ethpeel. 

This form is generally the passive of Peal, but is 

sometimes used for that of Aphel, particularly when Peal is 

intransitive or obsolete. 

*) Like the english He is killing- etc. 

6+ 
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1) Most passives have a reflexive meaning. 

2) If the 1 rad. is a sibilant, it is transposed 

with the a of the prefix z |, and that is then written ? 

after -j , and ^ after ^ ? thus , Ethpe.'' ^ j; 

Ethpe. , ? instead of jjgzj 7 ^a^a]. 

3) In the fut. Pe. and Ethpe. * is sometimes found under 

preformatives, but recent editors have corrected the passa¬ 

ges where this occurs. 

4) The verb , in a peculiar manner, takes 

for ~ in the last syll. of Ethpe. thus, ^.m^A) ^ but its 

inf. is reg. in Acts 5. 29. 

93. Pael and Ethpaal. 

1) In all their forms these conjugations have the 

vowel 57 under the 1 rad., and this 7 is sometimes accom- 

panied by | , e. g. h»V- 

2) Where Pe. is intransitive, Pa. is transitive; but when 

Pe. is transitive, Pa. either intensifies the meaning, or has 

a causative signification, as to seal; to cause 

to seal. Frequently however, there is no difference per¬ 

ceptible. 

3) Etlipa. is often identified in meaning with Pe., and 

sometimes has an active, or a reflexive sense; e. g. 

to understand, |, to sanctify oneself. 

4) The rule given in sec. 92, 2) holds in Etlipa. 

5) When the 3 rad. is a guttural, the pret. and imp. 

of Pa. often have 7 for ~ in the last syll. to conquer. 

6) When the 3 rad. is a guttural or ?, the mascu¬ 

line participles act. and pass, of Pa. are alike. The 

f. sing, and m. sing. emph. of the part, are always 
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alike, thus, is either f. sing, or m. emph.; but in the 

f. emph. the difference is plain, thus, e. g. act., 

and jz^Jozo pass. 
v5 

7) The preformatives of the fut. Pa. are without 

vowels, except |. The same is also true of Shaph. and 

other unusual conjugations. 

8) All forms of the pret., imp., and fut. Ethpe. which 

have 7 under the 1 rad., are like the corresponding forms 

in Ethpaal. 

94. Apliel and Ethtaphal. 

1) The characteristic j appears whenever there is no 

pref. and even when there is, its vow. 7 remains. 

2) Aph. renders transitive a verb which is intransitive 

in Pe., and it makes a transitive verb causative. Some¬ 

times, however, Aph. is intransitive, or both trans. and 

intrans. e. g. j, to cause to reign, or to reign. 

3) E th tap h. the pass, of Aph., is not very frequent; 

in it the characteristic | of Aph. becomes z, e. g. ), 
A ' 

by a law of assimilation. 
A vs 

4) The remarks in Sec. 93. 5) 6) apply to Aphel 

and Ethtaphal. 

5) In the infin., fut., and p., (of irregular verbs espe¬ 

cially) the pref. | is often retained after preformatives. 

6) .. ) with * under | may be considered as an 
V S 

irregular Aph.; however may be called a Pe. with 

} prosthetic, inasmuch as it is found only in the pret, 

and imp. 

7) Ethpe. is generally used for the pass, of Aph. 

I % 1 9 
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8) The characteristic | of Aph. is sometimes retained 

in Ethtaph. as v^|zf from for ^>zz|. 

9) Two forms of imp. Ethtaph. appear, V^ozzj and 

V^izz] of which some writers prefer the first, and others 
— a ^ 

the second. 

10) In the 2 sing, and plur. of the fut., the z which 

characterises Ethtaph. disappears. 

95. Shaphel and Eshtaphal. 

1) Shaphel has 1 for its characteristic, and agrees 

in form and meaning with Aph. Sec. 93. 5), 6) holds 

good of this conjug. also. 

2) In Eshtaph. the pref. ± is transposed with z of 

the preformative z|, in all the forms. 

3) The obs. in Sec. 94. 9) applies to Eshtaphal. 

4) The conjug. Shaph. is generally given by gram¬ 

marians, and in all lexicons as a quadriliteral. *) In verbs 

'Az it might easily be mistaken for a triliteral, as 

from >cZ£u». So also when a guttural falls out, as some¬ 

times occurs; e. g. inf. from jAz. 
A 

Conjugations which more rarely occur. 

96. These are so much like Pa. Aph. Shaph. and their 

passives as not to require a separate paradigm. In signi¬ 

fication they mostly follow the same analogy. 

97. The irregular or unusual conjugations 

are as follows: — 

Patel and Ethpalal, as , _l^Iz|. 
X si/ 

*) In the lexicons therefore, it must be sought for under ^ • 
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Pealel and Ethpealal, as 

Palpel and Ethpalpal, of verbs 'Ll and Ll. as 

from ycJ. 

Panel and Ethpaual, as ??al and 
A xk ^ * 

Paiel and Ethpaial, as ^ o a fff. 

Parnel and Ethpamal, as # ^ |. 

Parel and Ethparal, as VLl, >c? . 

Pali and Ethpali, as 
X ) 3; M/ 

Palen and Ethpalan, from nouns, as V.J and 

Maphel and Ethmaphal, as from 
• a ^ • c 

Saphel and Estaphal, as cceij-a rJjLnjj. 

Taphel and Ethtaphal, as 

Pluriliteral s. 

98. These are mostly traceable to triliteral roots; some 

'are from nouns, and others from foreign nouns and verbs, 

as w^^o, from xaz^yo^ecj. 

Guttural verbs. 

99. These may be classed according as the 1, 2, or 

3 rad. is a guttural. Verbs ]A and j.1 belong to quiescents. 

They differ but little from regular verbs. In Pe. fut. and 

imp. they generally have a in the last sy 11., but some have 

u: others have both a and u. Verbs always have a. 

In the p. act. Pe. and those conjugations which have e 

(Ethpe. Pa. Aph. and Shaph.) these verbs have a. 

• The analogy of these verbs is followed by jJLs. 

04, 111, iw and liizl, which belong to Pa. and Ethpa.; 
) } A A 4 ^ 

but in some verbs final | follows the rules for quiescihles. 
7 7 

Tab. B. gives a paradigm of 
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Verbs with suffixes. 

100. These suffixes are fragmentary pronouns. They 

are joined principally to transitive verbs, and all infinitives, 

because they*) may have the power of substantives. 

The changes of form in the verb with suffixes are the 

same in all verbs except "]}, to which a special paradigm 

will be assigned. 

101. The usual Rules for Suffixes. 

1) The suffix cannot be of the same person as the 

verb except in the 3 sing. 

2) Some persons of the verb have two forms of suf¬ 

fix, a longer and a shorter one. 

3) A verb ending in a vow. takes a suff. without 

one, and a verb ending in a cons, takes a suff. with a 

connecting vowel. 

4) All forms ending in and the 2 sing. m. and 

3 pi. f. pret. have 1 for the connecting vowel. 

The verbal suffixes are as follows. 

1. With a consonant preceding: 

1. 

2. 

Sing. 

c. g. (in imp. 1) 
c> 

m. + - 

Plu. 

(in imp. ) 
t>~ 

vas- 
/■* 

3. 
m. 

f. 

2. In 2. m. sing. 3 f. pi. pret. and with final. 

*) i. e. the infinitives. 
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Plu. 
0 

\- 

^cls— — 3 f* pb) 

3 f. Pi.) 

3. With a vowel preceding: 

P O’ 

{ m. * - 
tk. 

\a3“ 

I f- 
/T-. 

t m. ^<n _ before ^ and in 

1 f- <71 _ ^Clu.) * 

For the regular verb with suffixes see Tab. C. 

£<n and are not used as affixes. 

When participles have affixes, they follow the rule 

of nouns. 

Pronouns with prepositions may be used in some cases 

instead of suffixes. 

102. The Tenses: the Preterite with Suffixes. 

The changes of the pret. relate principally to vowels. 

The vowel changes are chiefly transpositions. 

Verbs in e generally have e where those in a retain 

the vow. of the root, but sometimes those in e take a. 

Verbs j.'i and JLa are easily compared with 

for wherever ^ is without a vow., | retains its * and ^ 

its *• but when has 7 so have j and 

Pa. Aph. and Shaph. refain the 1 vow., but change the 

second (~) whenever Pe. changes 7. 

7 
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After v. the form ^010 is taken, and therefore in 2 

sing. f. pret.; but after verbs ending in servile 0; which 

is true of all moods and tenses. The 3 f. pi. indeed takes 

the connecting vow. 1, but in a shorter form 

without a vowel. 

Some passive forms in an active sense take suffixes. 

103. The Future with Suffixes. 

The forms which end in 3 rad. reject the vow. of 

the last syll., except in 2 pi., before which it remains. Forms 

ending in ^ remain unchanged, but connect the suffix by 

means of 1. 

The ^ of 3 f. sing, often falls away before suffixes. 

In the 2 m. sing. ^ is sometimes inserted between 

the suff. and the verb. 

There are two forms of 2 f. sing, with suffixes; as 

v .-n .vn.tz and ; JLleuhz and _,i 
x x x a: a: ' ' x x ' x x X 

Sometimes the vow. connecting forms in is for 

[Other observations might be made, some of which 

will be suggested by a study of the paradigm, and others 

will occur in practice.] 

104. The Imperative with Suffixes. 

The imp., whether its vow. be a, e, or u, does not 

change it in the sing. The m. inserts ^ between the verb 

and the suff. which becomes etc. 

* and o become and £ in sing. f. and pi. m., and 

in Pe. the vow. is transposed from the 2. to the 1. rad. 

A paragogic form occurs, 

105. The infinitive with suffixes. 

Infinitives can take the suffixes of both nouns and 
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verbs. In Pe. the last vow. is thrown out except with 

and and when the final vow. is 1. 

In the remaining conjugations a is added after o be- 

fore suffixes; thus, inf. m Zn n a . 

Irregular or Imperfect Verbs. 

106. Irregular verbs are of two kinds; those in which 

the irregularity consists in contraction, and those in which it 

arises from the use of quiescents. These must be carefully 

distinguished from defective verbs. Verbs doubly im¬ 

perfect, or in which anomalies happen to two consonants, 

follow the rules for the others. 

107. We shall commence with verbs Pe nun 

or those whose initial is a letter which often falls out 

in conjugation. For a paradigm of these verbs, see Tab. D. 

108. Observations on verbs Pe nun, ^. 

1) Where nun comes at the end of a syll. and is 

at the same time without a vow. it falls away; so also 

when it is an initial in imp. Peal. 

2) The fut. and imp. Pe. take the same vow. as the 

reg. verbs with a few exceptions. Thus some have a 

for u, as v-oic others have a or a, and others e. 

3) Ethpe. Pa. and Ethpa. are reg. but Shaph. Aph. 

and Ethtaph. drop the initial 

4) Verbs which are also ^ follow none of these 

rules, but retain the j; as also those in which the mid. 

rad. is quiescent; thus ,i from , and ,J from jqj . 

The same is true of some verbs with d as mid. rad., as skj. 

7* 
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5) When the 3 rad. is wj or it produces no ano¬ 

maly; but the 3 rad. j is sometimes occult even though 
v 

written, as p. f. of 

6) The ^ of to go, is occult, as often as ] 

would have no vow., and this verb is for the most part 

treated as a verb Js. 

7) Sometimes the characteristic j of Aph. is retained, 

and ^3 falls out, as jijz from jJA. The form 

is properly the 2 sing. f. fut. of , Ethpa., for 

—mI^AAA . 
\ ^ A ~ 

109. Verbs Double ee 

Verbs with the 2 rad. repeated, are represented in Tab. E. 

1) These verbs often lose one of their last consonants, 

especially in Pe. (except, p. pass.), Aph., Ethtaph., Shaph., 

and Eshfaph. When the contraction takes place, the verb 

is treated as a biliteral. 

2) The vow. of the fut. and imp. is either u or a. 

3) The act. part. Pe. changes its 2 rad. into |, which 

is pronounced like When the word receives additions 

at the end, the | falls away. Thus ^ plu. 

a / in Ps. 114. 7. is from a form = to 

handle. The p. pass, is reg. except that sometimes it is 

written with 7 under the 1 rad., ^=ao. 

4) Ethpe., Pa., and Ethpa., are reg., but for the two 

latter, Palp, and Ethpalp., and sometimes, Pau. and Ethpau. 

are used. 

5) Verbs with | for 2 and 3 rad., and follow 

the rules for quiescents. 
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6) After the prefixes of Aph., | is sometimes retained; 

and in participles the mid. rad. is sometimes written, but 

occult or unpronounced. 

7) Mapliel for y is from . The form 

is singular, (its pass. p. occurs in Jude v. 8.), 

and is a Shaphel formed from Palpel. 

8) Before the last letter, | is sometimes inserted after 

contraction, as in from probably as a com- 

pensation for the letter which is dropped. 

9) The form ? (3 Esd. 5. 65), is referred to 

for v. 
m 7 

110. Verbs Pe olaph, 

Verbs with | for 1 rad. are exhibited in Tab. F. 

1) Since ] cannot be without a vow., it assumes one, 

when it is the initial letter. This vow., is a or e. In 

the imp. when u is in the 2 syll., tlm vow. of the syll. 

is a; but when a is in the 2 syll., the first has e\ 

| jlol. 
A ' >*/ 

2) In the inf. and fut. Pe., when the 2 vow. is * j 

quiesces in * and when it is 7 j quiesces in V Excep¬ 

tions are rare, as _L|. 

3) In the fut, | generally, but not always, remains 

after preformatives, except in the 1 sing, where it always 

falls out. 

4) In Ethpe. the vow. of the 1 rad. is given to z 

of the pref. and | quiesces in it. In the 1 sing, and 

3 f. sing, pret., and in the imp. this vow. is a, and 

elsewhere e. The same analogy is followed in Pa. (where 

I sometimes falls out), and in Ethpaal. 
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5) In Aph. Shaph. and their passives, | becomes o 

which forms a diphthong with the previous vow. viz. 

au. In these conjugations, verbs Pe olaph very much 

resemble verbs /Is (Pe yud), with which they are some¬ 

times interchanged (as and in consequence 

of this similarity. 

111. Verbs Pe olaph, continued. 

1) The verbs | and |z], reject | in the imp. which 

is therefore | z, ^z etc. 

2) Besides Ethpe., there is another form in which the 

1 rad. 1 is changed into z, thus, Vszz] for Vajzl. 

This form is most common in the verb 
• Ni/ 

3) |z] changes ) into ^ in Aph. instead of o thus 
'O w ^ y 

| flit. • 
X a ' 

4) M makes i in Aphel, by taking <n as prefix, 

and changing | into 

5) Verbs with ov^ for 1 and 2 rad. resemble verbs 

in one respect. In the pret. imp. and p. p. Pe. ^ is not 

permitted to remain destitute of a vow. This vowel is 

assigned to the previous consonant when there is one: 

thus faiL for vnz>? and (Heb. 2. 6.) ‘that thou 

hast remembered him’. 

6) ^zz] (Mat. 25. 16.) is Ethtaph.: and ^Jzz] (Mat. 

7. 34.), is a denominative from jzuJz. [There is some 

doubt respecting ^zz) which might come from •r^z a 

Taphel form of . This opinion is supported both by the 

Arabic and the Chaldee.J 
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112. Verbs P e y u cl (VZs). 

Verbs with ^ for initial letter are exhibited in Tab. G. 

These verbs closely resemble verbs 

1) Where ^ would be without a vow. one is sup¬ 

plied in the prel. imp. and pp. 

2) In the inf. and fut., ^ becomes | and quiesces in *. 

The 1 fut. sing, is therefore AC 

3) Except in verbs jj' and gutturals, the iinal vow. 

of the pret. is " as 
JC 

4) In the fut. it is regularly 7 8 ? but rejects , 

and has ~ in both the syllables thus, — and 

‘He will sit’, and ‘I will sit’. Mat. 25, 31; Isa. 14, 13. 

5) Ethpe. follows rule 1; thus ^z] ; Psalm 87. 4. 5. 
• u/ a: 

6) Where the 1 rad. of the perfect or regular verb 

has a vow. in Ethpe., the ^ of this class of verbs has 

one, and the forms are regular. Thus, 3 sing. f. pret. 

7) Pa. and Etlipa. are regular, but seldom occur, 

e. g. VLT? ‘to bear’, ‘to carry’. 

8) In Aph. Shaph. and their passives, u becomes o 

as Jao|, To this there are some exceptions; 

see 113. 2). 

113. Verbs Pe yud, continued. 

1) In the pp. Pe. F is sometimes used for * as ^^7 
* / X / 

Rom. 2. 16. ‘instructed’. 

2) Some verbs retain in Aph. as Psalm 22. 

17, wail], Gen. 21. 7. 
A 
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3) Some verbs reject ^ before preformatives (112, .4), 

and in the imp., thus ^>d from , won-T, 
* / w • / — ' 

and Compare verbs Pe nun. Sec. 108. 
si/ 

4) Maphel occurs, but rejects wi, as in pass. 
/ • Si/ 

from ^1. 

5) The form sad | ? Psalm 18. 19. is by some con- 
A 

sidered as Aphel of , for _&cL |; so Opitius Syri- 

asmus Restitutus p. 139. But it is better to regard 

it as from . 

6) The Peal conjugation of *c<n.1 presents several pe¬ 

culiarities — 

a. The middle radical, m gives its vowel to ^ when it 

would be without one. When however ^ would have 

a vowel, the forms are regular: e. g. 
v ~ v / 

. asdu* etc. 

b. The same principle also applies when affixes are used, 

hence with a suff. a.LouI becomes ^d_T; e. g. d^d.1 

* She gave him.’ o_od.I^ becomes as<ul e. g. wAqiootl etc. 

When therefore d closes a syllable, and ^ commences 

one, d is movable, or has its consonantal power; so also 

when both ^ and n have vowels, as in tj2d_i 1 .-O-.CC’Ua . 

114. Verbs Ee olaph, (or with j for the 2 rad., 

l±.) Tab. H. 

1) When the 1 rad. would be without a vow., it takes 

that of | which quiesces in it, thus for 
y A y 

etc. 

2) These verbs are few in number, have ~ for their 

vow., and are intransitive. 
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3) Ill Pa. and Ethpa. | is generally changed into ^ 

but sometimes remains, as Some verbs 
A ' a a * 

have both forms. 

115. Verbs Ee olapli continued. 

1) In Ethpe. and Aph. the 2 rad. | is sometimes 

dropped, as 
Vi/ 

2) Sometimes j is inserted after preformatives as ^L|z 

for .ticp or A±dz. See Eph. 3, 13; and Ac. 9, 38, 

where we have , Ed. Lee. 

3) Sometimes a vow. is inserted instead of this | 

as . 
>1/ v >4/ 

4) Great diversity of spelling obviously occurs in these 

verbs, which however generally exhibit an j in Peal 

(except p. p.) and Ethpeal. See Schaaf s Lexicon. S. v. A±c. 

116. Verbs Ee vau and Ee yud (having o or 

^ for 2 rad.) Tab. I. 

1) Verbs ok and differ from each other but 

slightly, and are therefore treated together in the paradigm, 

where their differences can be readily compared. 

2) Their differences belong to Pe. alone, in other con¬ 

jugations the forms are alike. 

117. Verbs "a^. Peal and Ethpeel. 

1) In the pret. and inf. the second radical o quiesces 

in and falls out in writing. 

2) In the imp. and fut. o quiesces in * and is con¬ 

stantly written. 

3) In the inf. and fut. (except 1 sing.) the pre¬ 

formatives have generally no vowel. 
8 
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4) In the p. act., o becomes | and is pronounced 

as ^ ? thus >c|J qo-yem. But when additions are 

made by inflection etc. o becomes ^ and quiesces in 
, P P 

as . 

5) In the p. p. o falls out, and the form is >o^o. 

5) In Ethpe., o becomes ^ and quiesces in the z 

of the pref. is doubled, thus >c^zz] (in forms commen- 
a: -*/ s 

cing with z this does not appear); when the 1 rad. is a 

sibilant^ it is not transposed, thus, v.$-^zzj. The inf. is 
a: si/ 

iv Q <■* 

oZcloZAZc . 

118. Verbs Ee van continued. 

1) In Pa. and Ethpa. some of these verbs are reg., 

but most of them change o into Some have both 
p V 7 7 7 

forms as ? 

2) In Aph. o falls out, and the vow. is 1 quiescing 

in ^ ? except in inf. and pp. when the vow. is *, as 
b. p p 

a^QiZsO >C.j2.Ld . 

3) The preformatives of the inf. fut. and pe. take no 

vow.; — this does not apply to the fut. singular. 

4) Ethtaphal is like Ethpeel in form throughout. 

5) Shaph. and Eshtaph. seem not to occur, but Palpel 

and Ethpalpel are often met with, as |. 
A ' Ni/ 

Pauel and Ethpaual also occur. 

119. Verbs Ee vau continued. 

1) A number of these verbs are reg. as -— 

a. All with 3 rad. ) or ^ as |ooi ) etc. 

b. Some which are inflected both ways with different 

meanings: thus — jo-|, vj; j<L, wuoA , etc. 
V V V 

c. Many others as l®?; oioz, etc. 
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2) Rules 117. 3) and 118. 3) are sometimes violated. 

3) The ^ of Aph. sometimes falls out, as in ] 

which becomes |. 

120. Verbs Ee yud (Jk). 

1) These verbs resemble the last in all conjugations 

except Peal. 

2) Peal is like them in the inf. and act. pp., thus, inf. 

>aialso act. p. >o |je . 
7 si/ 

3) In the other moods and tenses w* quiesces in \ 

4) and have the fut. like verbs ol. 
nr a: 

121. Verbs Ee yud, continued. 

1) The verb jJk*. with ^ movable, rejects it when the 

1 rad. is without a vow. on the addition of preformatives, 

or the insertion of | after them: thus, inf. j.1^ or . 

The same occurs in Aphel. 

2) ^ sometimes falls out when without a pref.: the 

vow. is then remitted to the previous letter; as ^ for 

The place of ^ is supplied in p. Pe. Malth. 15, 

27, by | thus ^ for 

3) On the addition of suffixes, the o in Pe. pret. and 

inf., and the u in the imp. and fut. can neither be re¬ 

jected nor transposed. 

122. Further remarks on verbs ok and 

1) In many forms these verbs agree with verbs ^; 

but a comparison of the paradigms will show that in 

many respects they differ. 

2) For example, verbs Vl have r in the pret. and 

inf. Pe., the others P and x; verbs Vl have 7 or N in the 
✓ 

8 * 
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fut. Pe., the others * and 1. Other differences will pre¬ 

sent themselves to the student. 

123. Verbs Lomad olaph and Lomad yud. 

Tab. K. 

Verbs with the 3 rad. quiescent are mostly "]3; a few 

are and differ from the others for the most part 

in Pe. only. Verbs "mh are reg. [But some are both "}] 

and "aC± as and \^+ and these of course have both 

forms.] 

124. Verbs "jl and continued. 

1) The 3 rad. ] becomes * quiescing in * in the 

pret. of all conjugations except Pe. Only in the 3 sing, 

f. is movable. 

2) In the 3 Pe. f. pret. paragogic, * takes a vow., 

3) In Pe., the 3 rad. only appears in the 3 sing. m. 

pret., the inf., some persons of the fut. and the participle. 

4) In short, whenever | would not be final, it becomes 

^ or o in the inf. and imp.; and in the fut. also, except 

the 3 fem. sing, of all conjugations. 

5) The vow. changes which occur in this class of 

verbs are numerous, and hence the 2 rad. is followed by 

s* movable, by by ^ by r quiescing in and by 

The various cases are sooner learned from the table than 

from a detailed enumeration, which only serves to per¬ 

plex the learner, who had better carefully commit the 

paradigm to memory. 
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125. Verbs "|3 and continued. 

1) Verbs have a peculiar form only in Pe. pret., 

where ^ quiesces in except in the 3 sing. f. which is 

regular — 

2) Verbs of this class are mostly intransitive in Peal. 

3) Some verbs have the forms of both 'jj and 

4) Those which have also | for 2 rad. follow the 

rules for verbs "jj; these however, refer the vow. of the 

mid. rad. to the 1 rad., as wU ^11. 
JC y a: 

5) Some verbs ending in j ^ occur in Pa. and Ethpa. 

alone, and are conjugated like gutturals, so that [ neither 

suffers rejection nor permutation. [Sec. 99. 3)] They only 

resemble verbs "]} in referring the vow. of the 3 rad. to 

the second, when that is without one. 

6) ] sometimes remains before suffixes: thus ^oio|£a,. 

Acts 17. 14. 

7) Some persons of the verb have a double form, 

wliich is worthy of notice, because in the 3 pret. and 

the 2 imp. pi. with the term, , the previous o is 

movable as, .oko\. In the f. of the same persons with 

the terrain. ^ is movable, as 

126. Verbs "jj and continued. 

1) When a present tense is formed by means of a 

part, and pron., | is exchanged for ^ and generally 

quiesces in thus, — 

Sing. 

m. 1 U-J or 
~A ^ P • . p # o , o 

1. or 
A N* 

2. 
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Sing. 

m. p\ 

f. Pf 

Plu. 

m. 

^
_

 

.1
 

^
 *

 

or 

f. j pp 
or 

p p 

m. 
7 . P or 

7 P 

2) The p. p. Pe. is sometimes reg., as, \Lo 9 lii». 

3) The verb j|xs sometimes loses ^ as for 

X. 

4) Some other irregularities occur, as o£sz] for aisz |. 

5) |o(ji is regular in the fut., jooii, ]omz etc. [but 

see 88. Obs.] There is however a form joau, jo<nz? 

to be met with in some editions of the N. T. 

127. Verbs 'j] with suffixes. Tab. L. 

1) In the 3 pret. | falls away before suffixes, but 

the P remains, as . 

2) In the inf., | is exchanged for ^ which is mov¬ 

able, except before and which follow the last rule. 

3) Forms in | change | into ^ but retain the vow. 

aS • 

4) Forms in 0 change o for oo-, as and 

sometimes retain | as 

5) Forms in either drop * and ^ is then movable, 

or both remain, and the term, is added to the form as it 

is, or ui is inserted before the suff.; thus, a; pret. 

Pa.. ^ imp. Pe., or imp. Pe. 
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6) Forms in become ol as 
x x ' 

7) In many cases the analogy of the reg. verb is 

followed. 

128. Verbs "jj with suffixes, continued. 

1) Respecting some of the forms there is a difference 

of opinion, which leads to various modes of attaching the 

suffixes by different writers. This circumstance may cause 

a little difficulty at first, as also what follows: — 

2) The same writers do not always follow one rule. 

This arises either from uncertainty in regard to the rules, 

or from differences in the manuscripts which they 

consulted. 

3) Such verbs as \1~ never reject the final j, and 

its vow. when suffixes are added; but when the 2 rad. 

would be without a vow., it fakes thaf of the third. Thus 

etc. 

129. Verbs doubly imperfect. 

These are of various kinds; as 1) verbs 'V, and "]}, 

- )LaJ |jaJ etc. Aph. ^1 I inf. alio , imp. axa | . 
/ x a A ' y A 

2) Verbs \s and "u — tej, Fut. Up, inf. UpS, imp. 

U p. p. u-kZl. Aph. |. 3) Verbs and j]. as 
' 1 1 a: 4 A A 

, fut. lip Aph. _^©j. 4) Verbs "p and "jj or JlP, 

as 3 pi. pret. <4©, imp. inf. ]]PP. And 5) verbs 

i and "f] which only follow the rules of the latter or 

Lorn ad olaph. 

130. Verbs defective. 

|3o and jj.1 only occur in p. Pe. act. so also 
n*/ w * y 

convenit. 

1 
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has no Pe. fut. which is supplied by a 

verb which occurs only in the fut. and infinitive. 

is used impersonally in the 3 pret. and fut. f. 

sing*, and f. p. active. 

. occurs only in the pret. and p. Pe.; other 

forms are borrowed from . nwj (according to the ge¬ 

neral opinion), inf. . jmp# ^ fut. j, Aph. 

p. wAmlo. Ellipa. however is complete 
1 1 A A * 

Chap. IV. The Noun. 

(Including A dj e c t i v e s, Numerals etc.) 

131. In treating of nouns we shall speak of their 

gender, origin, number, and states; of their union 

with suffixes, and declensions; and of anomalous 

nouns and numerals. 

132. Gender. We shall commence with observations 

upon the Gender of nouns. 

1) This is either masculine or feminine. Some 

nouns are common, or either masculine or feminine. 

There is no neuter gender in Syriac. 

2) The signification of many nouns determines 

their gender. 

Therefore, names and appellations of men are mas¬ 

culine. So also are those of nations, mountains, rivers, 

and months even when they have a feminine form. The 

names and appellations of women, regions, cities, islands, 

and such members of the body as are double, are 

feminine. 
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3) The f. has two forms, which in ordinary cases suffice 

to indicate the gender. These forms are called the abso¬ 

lute and the emphatic states. Thus, those which in 

the st. absol. sing, end in f ©? 2 ? or which in st. 

emph. sing, have ]2 servile, are fern. But as some have 

no st. absol. and the form ji may include a rad. cons., 

this rule although general, is not infallible. 

4) Some names of animals, the numerals from 20 

to 100, and some others, are either m. or f., and their 

gender can be determined only by practice, and the con¬ 

nection in which they stand. 

5) Some nouns m. have a f. form as |^jT, 

but here the z belongs to the root. (Sec. 132, 3). 

6) Some nouns are f. when their form does not show 

it, as etc. 

7) Foreign words are generally of the same gender 

as their originals, but not always. Neuters are mostly 

f., but often masculine. 

133. The origin of nouns. 

1) Many are derived from Greek, or Latin, of which 

the first very often retain their form, the latter generally 

change it. 

2) Syriac nouns are either primitives or deri¬ 

vatives. 

3) Derivatives are either from nouns or verbs; a few 

are composite. 

134. Primitive nouns. 

1) These are especially such as relate to simple notions, 

and to common objects. They are not all underived from 

9 
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other parts of speech, but their origin is obscure, and 

hence they are called primitives. 

2) In many respects primitives and derivatives coincide. 

134. Derivatives. 

1) Those from the Gr. change rjg into f or rj into 

) or f og into ) or it remains unchanged, ov generally 
a: J 

remains, other terminations vary in their form. 

2) Verbal nouns are either active or passive. 

Those commonly said to come from participles, are used 

to describe either the agent, or the patient: those from 

infinitives describe an action, attribute etc. 

3) A noun with the form of an abstract may be 

concrete. 

135. Derivatives assigned to the regular verb. 

These are various, as, e. g. the forms assigned to the 

infin. Peal: \Jg^ V^uo ^£.g-o, v^iguo vlguo v|qjd 
y si/ y y y y 

? < ^a^g^ ? and \„g».a^o — oftener ^^g-nio ? '\a^uaio. 

Nouns of all these forms occur, proving not that they are 

derived from the inf. Pe. but that there is some analogy 

between them and it.*) 

*) The portion relating to nouns derived from verbs has been reduced 

to the smallest possible compass, and would have been omitted but for the 

fact that this mode of treating nouns is so general. I see no reason why 

we should nol adopt the same principles of derivation in regard to the 

Ileb., Syr., and other Shemitic languages as we do in regard to Greek etc. 

Supposing the nouns to be derived from roots, all that need be under¬ 

stood by the sections on derivation, is that there is a certain analogy and 

resemblance between the forms of many nouns and verbs. We are not 

always required to believe that the historical theory of derivations is the 

true one. At the same lime, there can be no doubt, that various participles 
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136. Derivatives from the regular verb, con¬ 

tinued. 

From the part. Pe. they derive the forms, Vjuo ? 

and V^lo y ? \4^, . [The 

remark made under the last no. applies to this]. 

137. D erivatives from infinitives etc. 

The forms under this head are V^uoz, ^£$ldz 

\4-dq.2 U$-^3ld, f£zoz V^iz etc. [See re- 
7^7^ 7 a 7 L 

mark in 135.] 

138. Derivatives from participles. 

These are numerous, and are assigned to most of the 

conjugations. Thus to Pa. are assigned the forms — 

j-A^zo, lllLzo? etc.; to Aph. ^a-gurzo etc.; 

to Shaph. etc. Besides which there are such forms 

as U^r®, UW. 

[We have indicated the principal forms under which 

the noun appears, but we prefer to regard them as separate 

offshoots from their respective roots, and not as mere deriva¬ 

tives from certain inflexions of the verb.] 

140. Quadriliterals. 

These mostly follow the analogy of the previous 

classes; but it is to be observed that many of them are of 

foreign origin. 

Obs. A few nouns are met with, which appear to 

have v* prefixed and are compared with the Heb. Fut. e. g. 
.0 v - p i>~ r J .f 7 

9 , and . 

and infinitives have been transformed into nouns, with or without a change 

of form. There are cases also in which verbs have been undeniably formed 

from nouns. 

9* 
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141. Derivatives referred to the irregular verb. 

According to the theory of Hoffmann and others, these 

differ from the preceding only in following their characteristic 

pecularities. It will not be necessary to specify all the forms, 

but merely such as deviate from the types exhibited in the 

preceding particulars. 

Verbs _s as jj-aaLo. 

// 

SA/ 7 

P jv 
|_acu4. 

. O b. O 7 

|Za.lleu.oi. 

° V 
jlaalis . 

142. Derivatives from irregular verbs, con¬ 

tinued. 

Verbs % as |LxX, and ]4L^, j^Li, . 
y 'A/ / y y n 

” 1 " , P b. . 7 . 7 . P P 7 . 9 P *7 

-— and ^ as, )JooJ |Zu*oZ |ZaJso &ai^. 

Nouns said to be derived from verbs of the last 

class, are not only numerous, but exhibit great variety 

of form. 

143.Deri vatives from irregular verbs, continued. 

Verbs "jj and as ..v ^ |o^? and ficus, 
. P 7 P 7 

There is a large number of nouns very variously 

formed which is referred to this class of verbs. 

144. Derivatives from verbs doubly imperfect. 

These nouns correspond to verbs of the same class, 

and their peculiarities of form arise from the fact that more 

than one of their radicals is liable to change or quiescence. 

Thus ]2o^o is referred to |Lj |2uz|io to |zj, ]'Lso| to jJL 

UoP to etc. 
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145. Denominatives. 

Among denominatives are included not only nouns 

derived from primitives but from derivatives. Many diminu¬ 

tives belong* to this class, as well as such forms as f &*.*** 
^>3= a: ^ 

etc. 

146. Denominatives continued. 

Many words of this class are concretes, and espe¬ 

cially adjectives. It includes patronymics and gentile 

nouns, as well as not a few from Gr. originals, some of 

which undergo changes more or less marked. 

147. Diminutives. 

Some have thought that the use of these was intro¬ 

duced after the Peshito version was made, because where 

this has the ordinary form the Philoxenian frequently has 

diminutives. They have the term. o? ^o , or insert o be¬ 

fore the term. Such are jjiaks, LcoJoJ, jio*|. 
y y a 

148. Composite nouns. 

These are numerous, and some are very common, as 

ilr qV- |. Their abstracts are formed by adding a 

fern. term, to one or both nouns, as ]ioh^Z hAl. For a 

Gr. compound, two words often stand in juxta-position; as 

|wnvnl • A = avoiila, = viooed'ta. 
* A 3= 

149. Number. 

1) Besides the sing, and plu. the Syr. has a dual 

. which is indicated by the term. and only occurs in 

the words ^ 

2) The pi. m. ends in , but when the last rad. 

is a quiescent it falls away, and the term, is as 
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3) Nouns f. have pi. ^ which is substituted for sing, 

f. If the sing, ends in J or £ the vow. falls out, and 

* or o becomes movable, as 

150. Remarks on nouns. 

1) Some nouns m. have pi. of fern, form, as 

pi. jZcLo'l. 
A 

2) Feminines with pi. m. term, are of two kinds — 

such as reject the pi. term. |z altogether, as — 

and such as retain the z of the f. term, as jzy£, )zCs. 

3) Some nouns have pi. of both m. and f. form as jcL 
* V .9 9 7 

s-dZaoojL , fAioa-4. . 

4) Some have two forms of pi. with different meanings, 

as i&iol pi. iiovio’l, a maidservant, pi. the arm. 

5) |J>1 has pi. )^5oy and fisv.- ]z^Lc pi. j*ia£# 

6) Some have a different pi. when used metaphori¬ 

cally, as )i?l? jjlo} ? j^l, ji-zl, etc. The same is com¬ 

monly said of but the rule will not hold good in 

many cases. 

7) Composite nouns may form the pi. in three ways. 

a. The pi. term, is added to the last word as • 

or h. to the first as in or c. to both as 
t> o 

ILoAJ-2 . 

8) Some insert s* and some o before the term, of pi. 

as pi. ]l^o^ j^iio pi. jzai^o. Others insert <n 

as pi. |zkio|. 
^ A 

9) When a final rad. j falls out in the sing, before 

the f. term., it generally reappears in the pi.; as 

ILL!., ji . Some other plurals have j ? as 

fo|, loul, lioU’. The form has pi. 
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10) Some nouns have no pi. form, and others no 

sing.; as |L*£d, Some are alike in sing, and pi., 

except in the pointing; as ) pi. go |. Some always 

have ribui whether sing, or pi. as jJLJ. The form 

is written either with or without ribui, and is con- 

strued both as sing, and pi. 

11) The pi. of foreign, and especially of Gr. words, 

is reg., but the gender of the term, used is not decided 

by that of the original noun; it is however commonly m. 

and but seldom f. The term, of the Gr. sing, generally 

falls away before the Syr. pL, but not always. Gr. nouns 

increasing in the gen. as vleig are similarly treated, or 

rather, the Syr. uses their root as the basis of its forms, 

thus |" pi. 
• 3C / 

151. Remarks, continued. 

1) Not only are proper names and appellatives bor¬ 

rowed from Gr. but certain plural forms, chiefly nom. 

and acc. which are employed without regard to their 

original intention. Here ai becomes |; and ag, to 

this there are some exceptions. The form oi becomes o; 

ovg wxco; and neut. pi. a | ? or . Nouns in 

eg become wiscT, . Neuters in ara 

become gT and gjj. 

2) The use of these forms is not constant. 

3) Greek terminations are even affixed to Syr. words, 
, v r as 

152. The States of nouns. 

1) The so called stales of nouns are three, the ab¬ 

solute, the emphatic and the construct. 

% 

/ 
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2) The sL emph. may also be called the demonstra¬ 

tive. Its original intention was to supply the place of 

the article, but this intention has been lost sight of, and 

it is used indifferently with the absol. but it still retains 

its distinctive form. 

153. States of Nouns, continued. 

1) The st. absol. is the original form of the noun. 

From this the others have been derived. 

2) The st. emph. is formed from the abs. by adding 

f in the m. sing, either with or without change of vowels 

as the case may be, thus ^4 7 emph. ]Al, jl£>-\. 
A 

3) In the pi. the term. becomes | ? as iV-,- 1 ^ 

emph. 

4) Nouns like form st. emph. thus \1A ; So 

Jab03^ llxo9os. In pi. ^ becomes ]1\ 

5) Nouns f. in ©? J add |i ? and those in f change 

it for |i in emph. This rule leads to various vowel 

changes. 

6) In the pi. f. emph. P becomes }/. 
\ ^ 

7) The st. constr. is almost like the abs. and in the 

sing. m. it is the same form: but in pi. m. becomes 

J and ^ ? , In the sing. f. o and J become Ao 

and and f becomes z *1^5 . In the pi. f. 

the constr. is a] thus &.1 from 

154. Nouns with Suffixes. 

1) Fragmentary pronouns are added to nouns etc., 

according to certain rules such as those which are here 

given: — 
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2) Iti the m. sing, the stiff. takes the place of the emph. 

term. | ? and the word is pointed accordingly; e. g. JjLcf 

with suff. of 3 m. sing. 

3) If there is no vow. in the rad. syll. of the st. 

emph. one is inserted when the suff. is added; thus 

with suff. , But if more consonants than one are without 

a vow., 7 is inserted, as in the words from jLoaLo, 

In the f. this only happens afler o or u. The 

rule is sometimes not observed. 

4) In the f. sing., the suff. also take's the place of 

the f of the emph. as from But the suff. 
W 

1 sing, and 2 and 3 pi. are added to the st. constr.; as 
y 7 r „ ,0 v v v v Irom 

5) In the pi. m. and f., the suff. is added to the st. 
J Z. V . V 0 V b. P „ V. 7 0 V b. 

COnstl'. as cnZa.ic?a.a -- from ZaiaVoa 
\ 7 w / y 

constr. pi. of Uic?as. 

6) Nouns f. take the common forms of the suff. in the 

sing, and pi. In nouns m. pi., the final yud coalesces 

with the pi. suffix. 

These rules are illustrated in Tab. M. 

155. The Declension of Nouns. 

1) The chief difficulties of declension mostly consist 

of vow. changes, which conform to the rules given above 

[No. 48 etc.]. 

2) The paradigms N. and 0, exhibit the declensions 

of nouns in both m. and feminine. 

156. Declension continued. Tab. N. a. 

1) The first declension consists of those which admit 

of no vowel changes; thus retains its vow. in every 

10 
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form. There is some difficulty in designating the words 

which belong to this class, which includes words of one 

or of more syllables. 

2) The second declension includes such monosyllables 

as use a pure vowel, and also some polysyllables; Here, 

it will be observed, the final vow. of the st. constr. falls 

out before suffixes, except before the pi. suff. added to the 

sing. To this class belong some plurals in ]1 I, as 

sons, money etc. 

157. Declensions continued. 

3) The third declension includes those nouns which 

in the cognate languages double the final radical. Here, in 

the pi., the final cons, is sometimes written (but not pronoun¬ 

ced) twice, the first of the rqoeated consonants being written 

with the linea occultans. 

4) The fourth declension, embraces derivatives from 

verbs with the 3 rad. quiescent, and those primitives which 

resemble them. It will be observed that the fin. vow. 

quiesces in the fill, cons., and that the vow. of the 1 syll. 

remains. When the fin. vow. falls out, | becomes movable 

but in the sing., with suff. of 1 sing, and 2 and 3 pi., 

^ becomes quiescent, and takes *. The word jLa?aa Throne’ 

makes with suff. 1 sing., and has a pi. feminine 

form like pi. emph. jiilv? ‘shepherds.’ 

158. Declensions continued. 

The forms which answer to the Heb. Segolates and 

some others, next come before us. — Tab. N. b. 

1) In the st. abs. and constr., the 1 rad. is generally 

without a vow., a few exceptions occur, principally from 
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verbs or " a With suffixes, the lengthened form 

takes a vow. under the 1 rad., generally that of the second, 

but sometimes another, e. g. ™ 

2) The numbers 1, 2, 3, in the table, illustrate those 

nouns which correspond with the three classes of Heb. 

Segolates in a, e, u. The number 4, illustrates forms 

from verbs ol and Ul. and such as are like them; and 

no. 5 represents derivatives from verbs "]} and 'Ul, and 

forms which resemble them. 

159. Declensions continued. 

These last named forms more particulary examined. 

1) a. includes those in a, as b. those in 

e as >oj^, c- those from verbs 'Us etc., which take 

e or a in the final syllable, as These all have 
• >i/ a: ' • 

a under the 1 rad., except in the absol. and construct, 

singular. 

2) a. includes those in which e is retained when the 
r> 

1 rad. takes a vow. in lengthened forms, as ? |L^*; 

b. those in a final which becomes e when removed to the 

first rad. as m^aso. Those under this head have e 

under the 1 rad., except in the absolute and construct 

singular. 
v 

3) This includes forms in u, which is transposed when 

the form is lengthened: thus — aojc becomes 

in the emphatic &c. 

4) a. includes such as change * into U as 

b. those where * becomes o, as The first 

have the diphthong ai in all cases but the absol. and 

construct singular: the second have au in the same cases. 

10* 
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5) a. gives an example of forms like from verbs 

j], and b of forms like g^. The former are very simple 

and closely resemble the first declension, but the vow. 

changes of the latter must be observed. Instead of the form 

\1^Z % some have " as g*j$. Three words have the pi. in 

U viz and P1- and *-4"- 

160. Remarks on the Declensions. 

1) The part. Ethpe. masculine is declined like in 
' -is 

reg. verbs, but like g^*. in verbs "|3: y etc.; 

b1^, etc- 

2) Nouns from verbs % and the like, have the forms 

of the emph. sing, and pi. alike. In some words, final ] 

is guttural and retained, but the vow. is under the pre¬ 

vious consonant; e. g. jg^, etc.*) 

3) Some anomalous forms as \ZL, [ZJ, g^av and the 

like take affixes like the sing., g^ij only as the pk, and 

gl?aa either as sing, or pi. 

4) The mode in which suffixes are taken is in many 

cases, best learnt by observation, e. g. OOA, * 
P S>. P s.P ^ ,0 i 

g^oj-c » etc. 

161. On the formation of feminines. 

1) Feminines are formed from the m. in two ways: 

l. by adding f to the state abs., and 2. by changing f of 

the st. emph. into 12. To this there are exceptions, e. g. 

makes and has f. has f. 

gl^aLi; Nouns in P gII add in f. as Forms 
' ' \" I V> I\) si, £ 

m. in ]1I are reg., as In the pi. |L* _ becomes 

^ . p . 7 

*) ’■‘‘■'"V y etc., are same both sing, and plu. emph. 

xcepl that the latter have ribu i. 
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)A«t _, and jzu becomes |2u I: e. g. jLa^o*. pi. ]Ljl*oV ; 
.P *> P = l O Q 0% O 

I ft- A 1 Ml # pi. j , 

2) The form is used of saints and jLJkaa^ 
' X 

of the Trinity, makes f. )zrZ] and 1z^|; f. 

Ur=; w , f- lj^; f. UlZ^e. For f. of j^i] we 

have |zM- 
- A 

162. Declension of Feminines. Table 0. 

These forms are of eight kinds; 1 to 5, include those in 

f, | i: and 6 to 8, those in £ li£; , and z |z I. 

1) The first feminine deck has vowels which admit 

neither of change nor of transposition and corresponds with 

the 1 deck masculine. 

2) The second feminine deck admits a vow. (generally 

a, but sometimes e) in the last syll. of the root, when 

the form is lengthened. Words thus declined are mostly 

the feminines of the 2 masculine deck There are a few 

forms in u, as j^a^o. 

3) The third feminine deck corresponds with the fifth 

masculine deck and is distinguished by the transfer of a 

vow. from the 1 rad. to the 2, on receiving additions in 

certain cases. This vow. may be a or e. Forms like 

or from verbs Is change Z into Some forms as 

retain their vow. in its place in the st. emph. etc.; and 

others both transpose and change their vow., viz. e into a, 

and a into e\ as etc. 

4) In the fourth deck, forms in J1 and |© are included. 

Here the 3 rad. quiesces in the sing. emph. and with the 

suff. of the 2 and 3 sing. m. and f. and 1 pi.; viz. ^ into 
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v*, and o into ©. In other forms © and ^ are movable. 

Some of the examples retain 7 under 1 rad. and others 

reject it; as jo^ ]lorl but jia^. Some change 

^ into o and transpose their vow. from the 1 rad. to the 

2; as |JLai ]zoJ.2 where the vow. is both transposed 
' ^ s 

and changed; loses ^ in the sing, emph., |, 

but retains it in the plural jLlvaL] 1 Petr. 5. 12. 

Obs. Seme words are variously spelled, by different 

authors and editors; as e. g. — for which Schaaf 

has , and the Bibl. Polygl. jz^aj. There are also some 

real irregularities in the case of individual words, but those 

which are not here given, can hardly cause much difficulty. 

163. Declensions of Feminines continued. 

5) The fifth feminine decl. comprises such nouns etc. 

as have the fin. rad. written twice in the pi. The first of 

the repeated letters has the linea occult a ns, and is 

sometimes not even written; e. g. jilo 

Ala'. 

6) Under this head come feminine nouns in u, (S, ji£,) 

which always remains in the sing., but in the pi. becomes 
p 1 p • 

O as oioj pi. .0.^3? . 
> • y r \ 

a. These forms have no vow. change but the one just 

named. 

h. c. The vow. under the 1 rad. is impure, but a vow. inserted 

under the 2 rad. in the pi., and that under the first radical 

remains. 

(I e. Insert a vowel in the pi. under the 1 radical: % 
P •• 7 P 

. 0^39 , .0.^0? . 
\ ’ • ? \ 
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/.' Have no vow. under 1 rad. but insert one under the 2. 

whenever © is movable. These forms resemble closely 
♦ 

those in b. 2. — o^. 

7) The seventh feminine decl. contains those in i 

(* |2^), which remains in the sing., but in the pi. becomes 
ac 

1 as pi. Two forms are given, of which the 
/ n / 

first, or a retains throughout the vow. which it has under 

the 1 rad.; and the second or b exhibits thtse which assume 

a vowel when ^ becomes movable. The first, or is 
a: / 

analogous to 6, a the second or . to 6, d, e\ 

cl^sc _ aLc?. 

8) The eighth feminine decl. consists of forms which have 

z 1 in the sing, but in which this z 1 becomes 0 movable in 

the pi.: as sing. abs. pi. The 2 rad. in pi. has 

Obs. Many nouns having f. sing, have m. pi., and some 

which have m. sing, have a f. pi. As a rule the form of the 

singular determines the gender of these words. See Sec. 179,1). 

164. Irregular nouns. 

These are not very numerous, and their anomalies are 

mostly limited to one or two particulars. They generally agree 

with the same words in Heb., are primitives, and in com¬ 

mon use. The following list includes most of them. 

, i^l father, takes © in sing, before affixes (except 

my father) thus, , ^enard . In the pi. there are two 

forms —.actud) , and ]zav^] . 
^ X A ' A ' \ A A 

]Jj] fruit\ pi. gLLrLo]. Also written and in the 

pi. U4. 
■*/ 

Co} concordant, pi. \lof. 
A 9 
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, a piece of cloth, a patch, pi. pLooV, 

Uj a brother, is like jin the sing. pi. 

ji^l m. another, pi. 

Ui-^1 f. id. pi. . 

|^i a fever, pi. jzo^i. 
^3 >*/ 'O 'A' 

bz] a place, has fem. pin. .o?I) . 
A ii 1 1 \ A 

a house, constr. pi. j^o. For )£^7 

an apocopate form ^ is sometimes found. Matt. 12, 25. 

t-c, 1 ir^5, a son > ph . 

Zj^, Uji, # daughter, with suff. ,*z£s, ^.Zj-o etc. pi. 
— 7^7 7 ' ^ 

p % P • # 

|_=o? a place, has fem. plu. 

jZ£U4? father in law, with suff., but 
/T» | P 

* ** , pl. | . 

# sister, pl. .<L*|, jzaL*| . 

|£j?as a mule, pl. l2J?as and jzcJ?as. 

jjzo , U j.ZD or lord, with. suff. etc. pl. 

in 1 sing. 

V 
PV 0 . P QV P r’l 1 . n. p P 1 . P P 9 P 

o'fZa |ZOfZo . So alSO fZV 9 ? pl. |ZoZo . 

^ /• I . P P * 

paJ pre, pl. jZoVaJ. 

|2^xd pl. .ajZcuaxo. 
^ \ 7 ^ 

UM> face, pl. |ij. 
z4 

town, pi. jlsie generally takes suff. as a sing. 
^ 3: 7 7 

?<Ls, but sometimes as a pl. ^l?£o etc. 

ws^ great, a great man etc., has for pl. jjLoV, f£?oV. 

]£o-J, n year, pl. ^*.1^, constr. sA±. 

For some additional forms see above No. 150. 

165. Cardinal Numbers. 

Those from 1 to 10 have two forms, a m. and a f, 

the f. forms go with m. nouns, and the m. forms with f. nouns, 
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except one and two, which agree with their nouns. 

The numerals from 1 to 10 are as follows, 

m. f. m. f. 

1. 
7 

r* lr“ 6. 
^ <*• 

2. ,-oZ —*z?z \ M/ /4 
7. 

, P 7 7 

3. 2:2zz 8. UlloZ jjZsZ 

4. 
A 

9. 
, p 7 

V*/ 

5. 
O 7 / 

10. 
, P 7 

v*/ 

From 11 to 19 the usual forms are these, 

m. f. 

11. 
7 7 

r“V* 
» 7 

12. 
7 ^ ^ /Tv 

It-sa^AiA 
A A 

13. j.XiiLZ:^Z 
A ^ 

j-La^z 

14. 
7 7 

or 
* 4 4 

- /tv /tv /*• 

|‘fX0^kfi9| 

15. 
7 7 7 

i^aZ.*.Ladit 01' j.nL£v.^La.t4 
/TV /tv 7 7 

a ' .^ 

16. or 
# A ^ 

- /tv /Tv 

j-j-n—Z..JL 

17. 
7 7 7 p or •-W va *-> A.. 

« "> t. 7 

A 

18. 
7 7 P 

or • 
- /tv /tv 7 P 

1” rflMV./’ 

19. 
7 7 

• /S 

or 
/* 7 

The tens are formed by the plurals of the units of 

the m. form, and are of both genders. 

20. is the pi. of 10. 
' r. 

60. 

30. ,-^^Z 70. 
7 

- ^ \ a. 

40. > X A 

80. 

50. 
7 

^ z 
90. , Aa. / 

' X w 
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The intermediate numbers are formed by these and the 

units connected with them by © (and), as, 21, ,^o 

twenty and one, in f. ]r*o 

For hundreds we have — 

100, ]\4> or )\4> , rarely ]2y£. 

200 

The rest are represented by units and the pi. form 

or by units and jg© in sing., as jzopx z^z, or |jzo z^z etc. 

1000 is 2000 
v»/ ^ y a ■ 

11000 

10000 is jzLc? a myriad. 

Distributives are formed by the repetition of the 

Cardinals; as tL , one by one. 
• » / 

Fractional parts are denoted by peculiar forms; as 

V4 or by a periphrasis, as 1/iQ ^1. 

Such forms as once, twice etc. are expressed by the 

word time, times, following the Cardinals; or by 

Cardinals alone, in the f. 

Some of the Cardinals take suffixes in the pi. as _oz 

we tivo, and sometimes they have a separate form as | 

we eight. But when the suff. is a simple possessive, the 

numeral is mostly sing, as thy twelve. 
* ^ w . 

166. Ordinal Numbers. 

These are mostly formed from the Cardinals by adding 

U I, or 1 to the root, and generally add. ^ before the 

final radical. 
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111. f. m. f. 

1 ,007 

1. 

, 0 7 

o f 

6. 

6 * 6 6* 

o , 0 0 

2. UJuiz 

, 0 0 

1^a1a?Z 

6 A 

7. 

O 0 

X 6 6* 

3. 

o * 

| ^ A /\.A V. /. 

6 0*- 

8. 

0 0 

J-aIZscZ 

a: 

| AiaIa^Z 

6 6* 

f. .00 

4. 

X 

| 

6 6* 

9. 

P P 

Zm 

X 6 6* 

X 6 6* ^ 

10. 

0 0 

j-.kj.A2lZ 

3: 

IZZaj-aQIZ 

6 6* 

From 11 to 19 a similar method is adopted; as 11 

12 The tens add j.21 to the full form ; 
d c x " * 

thus 20 30 fzL^Jzz, 40 etc. The inter- 

mediate numbers are thus formed, pzLiz \1L*the twenty 
X 

second. Cardinals often stand for ordinals, especially with ^ 

prefixed. From the ordinals certain abstract nouns are form¬ 

ed as trinity, jza^zL^z. Some forms are both Cardinals 
d * 

and ordinals; as four or fourth. Greek numerals 
d a 

are rarely used. It is also to be observed that the pointing 

of some of (he numerals is not uniform. 

167. Days and months. 

Friday is called jzLcojZ* because it is the eve of 

Saturday (sabhath). The oilier days are, Sunday )JLLzj ^ 

or the first in the week; Monday ^Az; Tuesday 

\Als> £2zz etc. 

Months are reckoned from the change of the moon, 

and an intercalary month is added as often as is necessary. 

October 
a: 

^>sO ^■rrii fi, 
• \ T ^ 

April 
O x 

November '•A j £ 
— X x vi/ 

May ■A 
X 

December 
to. 0 x >>. P 

or >cu.r^ June 

January 
P P 

» f «al»Aic3 July 
^ p 

February 
P 

August 
a 

March ’’1 September 
d * 
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Chap. V. Particles. 

168. The Particles in general. 

1) Under the name of p a r ti c 1 e s, we include adverbs, 

prepositions, conjunctions and interjections. 

2) These particles are either primitive or deriva¬ 

tive, and are such either properly, or by adoption (as 

when an adj. is used for an adv.). Those which are bor¬ 

rowed from other languages, are principally from (he Greek, 

hut it is difficult to trace the origin of many. 

3) Some particles consist of but one letter or syllable, 

and are always joined to other words as prefixes with a 

variety of intentions and significations. 

169. Adverbs. 

1) Adverbs of quality, from nouns, adjectives and 

participles, end in &*] !• as — from 

2) Some adverbs, which follow no regular rule in 

their formation, are borrowed from other parts of speech; 

as 

3) Some are compound, as jioal from 
9 r 

CLJk, and 

fi om >4^| and fiom . ^ and 

4) Some are primitive, as . 
' X / 

170. Prepositions. 

1) Prepositions are either primitive or derivative. With 

the former we may class ^, ? and ^ which are joined 

or prefixed to another word without a vow., except when the 

word begins with two consonants. Before words beginning 

with |? and they take the vow. of the same, as 

f&l , so .oCz , .aThe words 
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make having perhaps been ori- 

ginally written . 

2) 'so may be placed among the prefixes, because it 

is joined to many words and even loses . Perhaps 

is another primitive. 

3) Many prepositions were originally nouns, as 

? >o^o. Others were nouns and prepositions, as 

etc. 

4) Prepositions may take suffixes, except these seven, 

a^, , izoj-z, ^ The suf¬ 

fixes to some, resemble those of plurals, these are, w^jl^c. 

r^^ and 

z£*z . In the others they are added in the sing. 

5) We give four examples as specimens of prepositions 

with suffixes. 

zal with Plur. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

S 
I 

) 

) 

.Zalz 
\z 

m. *Z<^ 
' x> 

^ % 
Ia-Z 

f. 
M/ 

m. ciZalz 
Vi< 

J. 0. 

^ooiZaz 

f. ciZalz 
- p 

(nZoZz 

i. 

2. 

) m 

vxj in, with, 

JLZlC 

Y 
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Sing. 
/Tv 

9ZU0JD after. PI nr. 

1. 

V " 

d 

] 111. \ 4 
1 f. 

/Tv <♦> 

—ajjWjjis ^ A 

3. 
i m. 

/Tv /Tv 

oi92.xd^ 
^ /Tv 

.O019Zm^> 
\ A 

1 '• 
• 0 /Tv 

019ZU2LC 
/Tv /Tv 

,—4 019 
^ A 

above, upon. 

1. 
A X A 

m. \ 4 

) f. X A 

3.) 
m. v.AOia^L 

- A 

- C 
\ A 

\ f. 
Vi/ 

6) Two prepositions sometimes come together, as 92^ 
A ^ 

Before a sutf. Vaoa^ is written V^aLa.^. Sometimes, as 

in English, one prep, governs two or more words, as 

'among us and them’, for 'among us and among them’. 

7) A few prepositions are also adverbs or other 

parts of speech as ?. 
Vi/ / 

171. Conjunctions. 

1) Conjunctions are either separab 1 e or inseparable 

as o and, which takes a vow. when the 1 rad. of the 

word it goes with, is without one, as, ,.!© 1,1*0. 
• ' • 

2) Conjunctions are also primitive or derivative, 

and simple or compound. Many are from the Gr. as 

jjj dWa, yv-{>, etc* A prep, frequently 

obtains the power of a conjunction by being followed by 

as _ 5 — for that; _ ? , lest. Sometimes ? 
S) s \ 

is left out, and the prep, alone used as a conjunction. 
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3) Some conjunctions always stand first in a sentence, 

as oj, : others never, as others 

again either stand first or not; as ^oz. 

172. Interjections. 

1) Interjections are much tlie same in Syriac as in 

other languages; and consist of short broken utterances 

expressive of strong* emotion etc. 

2) Some interjections require a prepos. after them. Thus 

*o] y take cio| takes or v£, and 

generally has There are some which are almost 

always repeated as | Cl| aCfl and | ?V,A . 
^ ^ 7 

173. Prosody. 

But little has been done for the prosody of this lan¬ 

guage. Dr. Henry Burgess gives a list of those who have 

laboured herein, in his translation of Hymns by Ephraem 

Syrus. We refer the student to Part IV. of this Grammar 

for some observations upon the subject. 
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PART III. 

SYNTAX. 

174. General remarks. 

The order adopted in this portion of the work, is that 

of Gesenius in his larger Heb. Gram. The noun there¬ 

fore is treated first, as the subject of a sentence, then 

the pronoun, verb, and particles. 

Chap. I. The Syntax of Nouns. 

175. Relation of nouns abstract and concrete. 

Although concrete nouns in Syr. are of many dif¬ 

ferent forms, abstracts are of more; and their interchange, 

while common in other shemitic languages, is most so in 

this, especially in poetry, e. g. ‘Seek my 

destruction’ for ‘seek me destroyed.’ 

176. Compensation for adjectives. 

1) Adjectives are more common than in Heb. but 

substantives are very often used instead. The substantive 

thus employed is generally abstract, and the two words 

are placed in regimen, as ‘Spirit of holiness’ 

for ‘Holy spirit.’ 
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2) To denote the material or constitution of a thing, 

a word is put in the abs. with ? prefixed, after the pre¬ 

vious noun etc., as ji] ‘I am of flesh’ for ‘I am 

carnal’; £01 IjooLoj ‘the law is spiritual.’ Sometimes 

? is omitted, and the word denoting the material is put 

after the first, in the Abs. So in other cases; e. g. 

r^; —jXa] ‘the things of God’, i. e. ‘divine things’; or, 
\ * A 

with a suffix, as *»<no?U3 ‘him that was a demoniac’, 

literally ‘to whom there were demons’. 

3) Adjectives put for substantives are similarly con¬ 

nected, as )VcLl? )L=^ ‘week of white’ sc. garments = 
Vi/ 

white week. 

4) A substantive of quality rarely stands in the first 

place, except which scarcely allows the next word to 

begin with j hut takes a suff. in agreement with it as 

jlia the whole multitude; without the suff. Vs 

signifies every, as waj1*s? every man. 

5) Adjectives of possession, custom, likeness etc. are ge¬ 

nerally denoted by a periphrasis. For this purpose jj©] 
A 

and j^j are sometimes, but only seldom employed, as 
Vi/ 

lie) the skull. The more frequent are — 
i* i/ A 

which denotes the place where anything is laid up or 

transacted, as)"^] a prison; Aramea; 
=a * 

|Persia; )U> mourning; horoscope, etc. 
' • 

^ pi. which denotes the natives or citizens of 

a city or country, as Tyrians; or those who belong 

to a race or place, as a man, ]lz] AA the men 
A 

of the place. It also describes other kinds of relations, 

as a bastard; ]”©Ls idolaters; |?ai/ 
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a ditch; my yoke fellow, ai^ol ^ the same 

day. In some cases, like it seems to be pleonastic, as ]%^ 

free; and in others, it resembles the preposition without, 

out of, as ^ a lunatic, quasi ‘extra tectum.’ 

[In this last case ^ is probably from denoting that 

which is outside. See the Lexicons for the word.] 

pk hlsi is used much as the previous word, 

and like it seems sometimes pleonastic as JLo Zf~> a word; 

and sometimes it stands for _^ as >ooi^d| z^ the 
' A ” 

descendants of Abraham. 

? as adversary at law, 

counsellor. 
P V o 

as j>co.* a creditor. rich. 
v 

as chiliarch, a steward. 

'Lsl is similarly used, as fzoiz^ steward¬ 

ship, etc. 

, is often employed to denote the extremity of a 
a: ' 

thing* —■ beginning or end; as \l-rI the new 

moon; or the principal, as ji'As chief priest. 

The meaning of other combinations of this kind, must 

be gathered from the lexicons. 

177. Relations of nouns and adjectives. 

1) A special form of the adj. is used to denote peoples; 

as Persians, but sometimes the name of the country 

is used for its inhabitants, as Egypt for Egyptians; and 

even such words as jzall$ Id. Arabism, are used for 

Arabians etc. So also humanity, for men; j>*zj 
^ A 

place for people; Iz^iJ a tent, for ‘those who dwell 

in it’, etc. 
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2) Some adjectives stand for substantives, not only 

when the noun is understood, as in a holy (man), 

but for abstract nouns as |L=4? , day of good. 

Fern, adjectives in the sing, and pi. are continually occur¬ 

ring as abstract nouns; e. g. |z^4 1 , evil 

for good. 

178. The Article. State Emphatic. 

1) Although the power of the definite article was 

conveyed by the st. emph., exceptions are now so nume¬ 

rous that no rule can be laid down for the use of the 

st. abs. and st. emph. In some words the former is 

obsolete, and in many the latter is used indefinitely. 

2) A noun governing a genitive case can be in the 

Emph., but is generally followed by ? as Jjaio* |La^ a 

thicket of trees, a wood. 

3) To give definiteness to an expression is some¬ 

times used, either before or after , a noun, or with ? inter¬ 

vening, O01, oci otTi. Such uses of 

o(7i are more frequent in later writers, and are common 

in the Philoxenian version, as c<n j|_L5 the good 

Shepherd. -Indeed, 0<n ? etc. continually represent 

the Greek article 6, to in that version. 

4) Proper names of men are generally in the abs.: — 

when they end in jl, that syll. is mostly radical; as 
A 

Asa. This remark does not extend to names of places. 

Of course nouns with suffixes do not appear in the st. 

emph. the suffix being added to the construct Sing, or plural. 

5) The st. abs. seems to have the power of the in¬ 

definite article in one stone upon another etc.; 
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but to this also there are exceptions, and in this very 

passage, Matt. 24, 2, the Philoxenian has the emph. j 

li]J \L. 
A 

179. Gender. 

1) The gender of a noun is determined by its form 

in the sing. Therefore |z©L:] from and the like, 
a A ' 

are m.; but from jL^j and the like, are f. There- 

fore, a noun follows in the pi. the gender of the sing., 

whatever the form of the pi. may be. This rule is very 

rarely violated, as in the Pcshito version of Acts 16, 26. 

where from is treated as a masculine. 
M/ a/ y 

2) Nouns used figuratively are often treated as of 

the gender of those which they represent: thus zall, 

a wild beast, when it stands for antichrist, is m., but 

at other times f.; so ?vord, when it is put for 

Christ, is m. but at other times f.: j + A is always 

feminine. 

3) On a similar principle, an abstract noun put for 

a concrete, may take its gender. Thus a f. noun is 

treated as m. when it stands for those who fill an office. 

So the name of a place can be substituted for its inhabitants. 

4) There being no neuter in Syr., the f. is gene¬ 

rally used for it; hence abstract nouns are mostly femi¬ 

nine, as in Hebrew etc. 

180. Number. 

1) Some nouns admit of no pi.; as, wheat 
^ / 

7vood\ and the names of fluids, metals etc., except 

when used to denote kinds or individuals, thus 
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denotes wheat-corn, pieces of wood, trees, as we 

say timber, timbers. 

2) Some nouns have a sing, form and pi. meaning, 

and hence have ribui. This rule is not invariable, thus 

we have }1J, jl^*) but )LlL , 1^. 

3) The pi. of excellence does not properly belong 

to’ the Syr., and when it occurs is an imitation of the Heb.; 

as wJo?| for Sometimes however the poets use the 

pi. for the sing, to give intensity to a word. (See Dr. 

Burgess’ Hymns from the Syriac p. 141. note m.) The 

use of in reference to time, is not uncommon in the 

pi. even with prose writers, as j? the begin¬ 

ning of the Sabbath. 

181. Apposition and Repetition of Nouns. 

1) A noun in apposition with another, generally des¬ 

cribes, defines or limits it, as King John, Isaiah the 

prophet, the river Jordan. 

2) To the proper names of places, cities, islands, re¬ 

gions etc., the words % 1^’Vv or are 

commonly added or prefixed. In some cases the proper 

name is connected by ?; as jlaolo? ]lz). the country 
3= A ' 

of Mysia. 

3) The repetition of a noun without a copula, denotes 

either — 

a. Multitude, as y in many ranks. 

b. Distribution, a denarius each. 

c. All or every, , every man. 

*) is found with but one point, |Lli>o and have plural 

forms. 
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d. Intension, , venj bad; 
3C I 7 ^ 

<?. Diversity, in different tongues. 

182. The Genitive and st ate construct etc. 

1) The st. constr. may be regarded as a genitive 

case or rather, as making the following word a genitive; 

, the days of Noah. 

2) For the case endings of other languages, the Syr. 

uses particles prefixed to the word governed; e. g. 

U- A , T°*G TCQWzoig rfjg rakikalag. 

183. Genitive and state construct, continued. 

1) The genit. may be denoted by the st. constr., as 

wJ 1, the face of the deep, especially where no 
A ' 

obscurity is likely to occur. 

2) More frequently, > is prefixed with the power of ‘of1’, 

it is preceded by a noun in the st. emph. or with pleonastic 

suffixes as jotXf \Lio or jkx? the words of God. 

3) ? may follow the st. constr.; as wioalT, 

the days of my youth; and it generally follows foreign 

words, as | an eclipse of the sun. 
3= JC M/ 7 

4) 9 should be used, where the previous noun takes 

an adj., when one or more words come between the two 

nouns, (see Sec. 184), or when several genitives depend 

upon one noun. 

5) Sometimes ? is used without a previous noun to 

denote ‘part’, ‘duty’ and in a few more elliptical expres¬ 

sions, as v.i it is ours. \ A * 
184. Genitive and State construct, continued. 

1) The constr. is often put for the abs. before pre¬ 

fixes etc.; thus — 

13 
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a. before , as |iis ^, ‘blessed among women: 
' A TC. ' 

b. before as Zfr^Z^o for axoarecz: 

c. before as pod rfZ carried away by the stream: 

d. before as jLdaio for im'oQXoi: 

e. before >2^ as ZjslLZ^ for ayoevoxotrcu: 

f. before as \Z^Z ^p> Luk. IV,40, PhiloxenianVers. 

2) When two dependent nouns are in apposition, the 

first sometimes stands in the st. emph. with ?? which is 

not prefixed to the second: |kx? \Zob. 

3) Instead of > sometimes ^ occurs with a similar 

force, or even ^ or ^. The first denoting the origin or 

material, and the third = among; as .oouc? ik^al^o, the fa¬ 

mous among them. 

4) ? is not often prefixed to proper names, but they 

may have it. Luk. 4, 26. 

5) The governing noun properly stands first, except 

in the case of idioms and words of foreign origin, espe¬ 

cially Persian. 

185. Genitive and State construct, continued. 

1) The gen. is either active or passive; as Ps. 89. 

50, ‘the reproach of they servant’ 7\ i. e. the 

reproach which thy servant endures: and Is. 26., 11. 

‘the zeal of the people’, jiaiT? rrd.14, i. e. zeal on behalf 

of the people. In the former of these it is passive; in 

the latter, active. Hence this construction serves to de¬ 

scribe a variety of relations, as, about, among, by, 

for etc., which can only be learned by practice. 

2) Adjectives in construction may precede a noun 

dependent upon them, as ‘sick of love’ )Llo*? 
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There is a similar construction in which the last word is 

used collectively as in jL^a.1 a few days. In both 
a: 

these cases the adj. stands for a substantive.- 

3) Superlatives may be denoted by genitives, as will 

be shown below. 

4) Two nouns connected in the gen. may stand for 

a noun and an adj., as, filial? sJL^. Verbal nouns 
i ' ' 

may take instead of the genitive the same case as that 

which the verb governs. 

186 Signification of the remaining cases. 

1) The remaining cases are properly denoted by pre¬ 

positions. Thus, the dative and accusative by which 

is however frequently omitted. The ablative is supplied 

by ^ etc., and the vocative by the st. emph. 

or with o) prefixed. 

2) In the old Test, the objective case is occasionally 

denoted by the word like Heb. r\\\ See Gen. 1. 1; 

and also in the Jerusalem version of the New Test. 

187. The Accusative case. 

1) The acc. denotes the object of a transitive word, 

and is expressed in varions ways; e. g: 

a. Direction to a place is generally indicated by the acc. 

alone, or % rarely by 

b. R e s t i n a place is generally indicated by , rarely 

by the acc. alone. 

c. Time, is denoted by the acc., as also measure and weight. 

d. The acc. expresses such ideas as we convey by ‘as for’, 

‘as to’, ‘with regard to’, when ^ the usual sign of the 

accusative, may be employed. 

13 * 
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2) Nouns sometimes stand adverbially in the objective 

case as ^ forthwith. Occasionally ^ is prefixed 

to the subject, as ^ Gal. 5. 11., Mat. 26. 11.,. 
^ 1 

j Rev. 9.11. It has been already remarked that 

nouns from verbs may govern a case. Thus gla 

a hearer of Plato. 
\ A A 

188. The comparison of Adjectives. 

1) Degrees of comparison are expressed by certain 

words, as coming before its word like than in Eng¬ 

lish; is frequently intensified by ^4 or as than 

is preceded by rather, or more, in English. In Heb. 

3. 3, — ^ ^4 — means ‘much greater tharf—. 

2) Sometimes the sign of comparison is wholly omitted 

(Rom. 9. 12), and sometimes the things compared are 

not mentioned (Ezech. 8, 6? 13; cf. v. 15.) 

3) For the superlative, we find 1) The positive followed 

by a gen. pi., as in 1 Cor. 15, 9., 2) the 

pi. with ^, as the least of the kings; 

3) the positive alone generally in the emph.; 4) the re¬ 

petition of an adj. or of a noun: ‘holy of holies’ = most 

holy; ‘king of kings’ = greatest king. 

189. Comparison Continued: Remarks. 

1) Substantives and verbs of quality, may 

be followed by the sign of comparison, thus 

‘I shall be greater than thou’. ^4 ‘thou art 

much stronger than we’. 

2) Sometimes an adj. has to be supplied, \\olI 

(clearer) than noonday. 
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3) must sometimes be rendered too — for, as 

in ‘the way is too great for thee; ^ and ? occur in 

a similar sense. 

4) Certain tropes occur for the superb as *.zor~ 

‘chief of my joys’ i. e. my chief joy. These must be 

distinguished from epithets and emphatic forms, as |lisa 

the mire of corruption. Such expressions as ‘moun¬ 

tains of God’ etc. belong* to the Heb., from which they 

have been transferred in certain places of Scripture. 

190. Numerals. 

The numerals have been already described, but we 

add the following observations. 

1) Cardinals from 3 upwards, may either precede or 

follow the nouns they limit. If the noun precedes, it ge¬ 

nerally takes the numeral in the emphatic form, but if it 

follows, in the absob, but this rule is not uniform. Oc¬ 

casionally the numeral is in the st. construct before 

its noun. 

2) Ordinals are regarded as adjectives. Sometimes 

cardinals are employed for ordinals in st. abs. and in 

apposition with the noun; this occurs especially with re¬ 

ference to time, as at three o’ clock. Some¬ 

times the numeral follows with ? prefixed, as, 

the third, day: or without ?, as |rL in the first 

year. These last remarks apply oftener to numbers above 

ten, where we have such expressions as this, h.2 

^ ‘in the 600 th year’, with the noun repeated in 

the pi. at the end of the sentence. 
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191. Numerals continued. 

1) Sometimes the numeral is unattended by its noun, 

which is understood; as we say ‘a few hundreds’ i. e. of 

pounds. The words thus omitted are understood by the 

context, as a. a shekel, Gen. 20, 16; b. 

a loaf, 1 Sam. 10, 4; c. >col, a day, Gen. 8, 14; 

d. ^ time, Mar. 14, 30. [There is an apparent omission 

of this word in such forms as 

2) From some numerals an adverb is formed; as — 

-d, 1 Job. 4, 19.; zailjz, but 

more commonly is added to the cardinals, or even 

thus, , the third time. In Mat. 18. 22, 

the first numeral is followed by in agreement, and 

the second numeral repeated ^ AVj 

seventy times seven. Other modes of conveying similar 

ideas will be met with, and also some forms of the nu¬ 

merals which need not be here given. 

3) Distributives are formed by the repetition of 

cardinals. Multipliers are represented by — ^ rL pre¬ 

fixed to a numeral or by alone, or even by alone, 

thus \L^L^ rL sevenfold, (to which is some- 
• ' A 

times added, cf. Luk. 19, 8. in Pesh. and Phil.) four¬ 

fold. In Mat. 13, 8, 23, the simple numerals are used. 

192. Union of Substantives and Adjectives. 

1) Adjectives, like pronouns and participles, follow 

their nouns, as marvellous light. To this 

rule there are exceptions. Demonstrative pronouns are 

wont to precede their noun, and where an adj. and pron. 

are both used, the common order is — subst. pron. 
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adj., but even this is not uniform, as poiaj 
w 3: A 

‘his marvellous light’, where however, the Pesh. has 01551OJ 

. When an adj. is emph. it often precedes the noun. 

2) Sometimes a particle or other word, comes in be¬ 

tween a subst. and adj. or pron. as ~ 

we are sons of one man. 

3) An adj. sometimes appears in a different gender 

from its noun, and the same is true of pronouns: thus — 

Ifllc?, lor and oi±*±, lor aiia*. 

4) When an adj. becomes a predicate it almost always 

stands first in the abs.: as that the free 

was fair. The same is true of pronouns; ]zt^oZ _^oi, 

these are the generations. Occasionally a sing. adj. pre¬ 

cedes a pi. subst. where the adj. or part, is a predicate; 

and also in compound sentences, where there is an adj. 

depending upon a previous word. When an adj. is a 

pred. and follows its subject, it sometimes differs from it 

in number and gender, so also when the noun is a collec¬ 

tive: thus ^ooC^a l^ols ‘all the assembly 

(were) all of them holy’. 

5) As above remarked, nouns are often put for ad¬ 

jectives, and adjectives for nouns. 

193. Substantives and adjectives continued. 

When two or more substantives are connected by o 

and are of different genders, but constitute the predicate of 

the sentence, an adj. or part, following them is generally 

in the pi. m. Plurals with a sing, signification may have 

either a sing, or pi. adj. or part.; as — or 

,01^ so }AlLIo pbso Jos. 3, 12. Phil. 
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194. The Case Absolute. 

1) This is denoted in English, by such expressions 

as •— ‘as to’ ‘touching’ etc. In Syr. the nominative 

is put absolutely, as the subject of the following sentence, 

or as an oblique case, whether gen. dat. or acc. Thus ]^olo 

‘and the sea, they say’, i. e. and as for the 

sea, they say -— etc. These cases will present little 

difficulty, and the ellipse may be filled up by ‘as to’ etc. 

2) The accuative is put absolutely, especially when 

it introduces the Subject of the following sentence. 

‘and as for the martyr’. It will generally be noticed that 

when a noun is thus used absolutely at the head of a 

sentence, it is represented by a pronoun in its proper 

place: at other times the noun itself is repeated. 

3) By joining a noun or pron. in the absol. to a part, 

the ablative absolute, may be imitated, as Job 1, 16, 

o ci while he was yet speaking. 

195. Expression of compound Greek words by 

P e r i p h r a s i s. 

1) Compound Greek words are commonly expressed 

in Syriac, by a periphrasis. This appears in various ways: 

2) a. A simple Syriac word is used for a compound 

Greek one, when it conveys the same or a similar idea; 

as — ]3a£ for avogot. 

h. Sometimes two or more words are used. 1) Either 

the first is in the st. constr. or the second has 5 prefixed; 
7— 7 •• P p > V* 1 -P 7 P •• 7 

as — or avOQanodiOTaL\ ^ 

for ovoocufioi. 2) I11 apposition, thus we have 
• A 

^oiofr^L for ovfifiaxki]Tcu avrov. 3) A subst. and an 
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adj., as — for xevodo&'a. 4) A subst. 
ac 

and adj. or part, as pred., thus, — pd for fxa- 

Taiokoyoc. 5) A part, governing a noun; as — f P 

for dygdfjifxaTot. 6) An adj. or part, limited by 

a subst. or inf.; e. g. jJkmL for dvoeo/LirivevToc. 
A 

7) A verb and subst. or pron.; as, •— .001^, ) 

£j for dyafiot. 8) A noun and prepos. or adverb; as, — 

for ovvacyfidlwrog^ jloZad |1 for ‘immor¬ 

tality’ d&avaola\ for naXtyyeveola; etc. 

3) In general; privatives have |3, p? or but 

sometimes, nouns implying defect: society is denoted by 

fj-d, tiled, or the particle >ai; totality by Vs; 

abundance and multitude by or its abstract, 

]AoUl^- repetition, by priority and anti¬ 

cipation by false by or vain 

by - n • etc. 

Chap. II. Syntax of Pronouns. 

196. Separate Personal Pronouns. 

1) These are sometimes put absolutely for the sake 

of emphasis, both in the nom. and in oblique cases: PV 

j d ‘and I, what shall I do’? zu| 

‘as for thee, blessed be thy kingdom. 

2) Personal pronouns may stand for the substantive 

verb, when the first letters of jj|, 0<n, and ^ci lose their 

pronunciation and are written with the linea occultans: 

moreover, the vow. is either pronounced along with the 

previous word or dropped entirely, like the pron. of 

the 2 pers., coalesces with participles. (See more in No. 63.) 

14 
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3) Sometimes is used with a suit*, in the 3 pers. 

and apron, in the first almost as in English: jij 

‘is it I?’ for which we have ocn pT in the same 

place of the Peshito (Matt. 26. 25). In a similar sense 

we have |il 
a/ 

197. Personal pronouns as suffixes. 

1) The suffixes of verbs are regularly taken as the 

objective case; generally the acc., but sometimes the dat. 

Such expressions as are elliptical; ‘Those who 

are far from thee’, Ps. 73, 26. 

2) When several nouns are joined to express one 

idea, the suff. is added to the one in the gen.; e. g. 

pcL*, name of my holiness == ‘my holy name’, 

en^l the writing of his hand = ‘his hand writing’. 
• =c ' 

3) The suff. is rarely attached to the governing noun; 

as — jialjp Thy ways of whoredom = ‘the 

ways of thy whoredom’. It is more common in expres¬ 

sions relating to the right or left of anything. See 

Matth. 5, 29, 30, 39. 

4) A noun with a suff. precedes its adj.; as 
— 3: -7 

of his holy prophets, Luc. 1. 70, cf. v. 72. 

5) Since the gen. is both act. and pass, the suffixes 

are of the same character, thus, ‘his fear’, ‘my 

spoil’ = spoil taken from me, ; ‘my prayer’ = 

prayer made to me, 

6) Possessives often take the word vJ to avoid 

ambiguity, for the sake of emphasis, to render a sentence 

more complete, and also with no apparent reason: the 
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latter especially in later writings. It is also very conve¬ 

nient to use this particle with foreign words. 

7) Sometimes both a suff. and V*? are used, chiefly 

for emphasis, as ‘my meat/ In transla¬ 

tions from the Greek, VJ? often merely represents the 

possessive pronouns. It may frequently be rendered self, 

selves, as in 2 Cor. 1. 12: 5. 19. Sometimes a prepos. 

is similarly used; as, ^ ‘what is it to us?’ 

Matt. 27. 4. 

198. Pleonasm and Ellipsis of personal 

Pronouns. 

1) A pleonasm of pronouns is very common. Hence 

ooi is often redundant, and its vow. either remitted to the 

previous word, or wholly dropped if such word ends in 

a vowel: om 1 Tim. 4. 10; ooi |?ci 

In some cases this len seems to be more or less em¬ 

phatic, and in others not so. It even stands with the f. 

sing, and m. and f. pi. See Ro. 2. 4; 3. 28; Lu. 12. 30; 

Joh. 8, 26. 

2) 001 and in sometimes come together without em¬ 

phasis, as in Joh. 5. 9. This also applies to the pi.; 

see Matt. 3. 1. 

3) The suff. of the verb is very often pleonastic; as — 

‘they followed him — Jesus/ The noun here 

has but it has not always; fleas ‘and he threw 
/ — • 

it away — the silver. Sometimes other words intervene 

between the verb and its noun. 

4) The suff. of nouns is also frequently pleonastic 

when followed by > or VA; as oi£oaL. in the 

14* 
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name of Jesus: uli? imJ vineyard. The word 
X ' 

Vs regularly, but not always, has the pleonastic suff., 

but is not followed by ?: |.loa^ <oai^»s, all the oppres¬ 

sions, Eccles. 4, 1. Hexaplar version. 

5) The suff. of prepositions may be pleonastic: be¬ 

fore 5 as cnzas] according to the law: before 

a noun with the same particle, as ouz. Here also, 

one or more words may come between the pleonastic suff. 

and its noun. 

6) The personal pron. in the dat. is often pleonastic, 

especially with verbs in the imp. and fut., and sometimes 

in the pret., but commonly with verbs of motion; e. g. 

>oio , arise! , depart. 

7) The suff. is often omitted where it can be sup¬ 

plied mentally from the context. What would be with 

us the neuter pron. is most frequently dropped. This 

omission is also not uncommon where two verbs have .one 

object; as ‘they exalted (him and) set 
— a: 

him’; where, as frequently, o is omitted before the second 

of the two verbs. 

199. Other properties of Personal Pronouns. 

1) Sometimes a pron. comes before its noun, with or with¬ 

out intervening words. In some cases the noun is not in 

the sentence at all: cf. Js. 45, 13, and 44, 28. Similar 

examples occur, in Ps. 44, 3, where Jj) refers to 

in v. 1; and in Ps. 105, 37, where refers not 

to the Egyptians but to the Israelites, cf. v. 22. 

2) Sometimes a noun is put for a pronoun, as in 

Ps. 50, 14 where ‘to God’ = to me. So also in con- 
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versing with a superior, where for, I, thou, you, etc. 

we have such forms as ‘thy servant/ ‘my lord/ ‘thy ma¬ 

jesty’, ‘your love.’ 

3) An irregular construction of sentences may occur, 

by enallage of persons, as in Rom. 6. 2. 

we that are dead. Enallage of number and of gender 

is also met with. See Hab. 2, 15; Assem. B. 0. 1. 365, 6. 

4) Words which are pi. only, have pronouns, some¬ 

times sing, and sometimes pi. So also when the name 

of a city etc. includes the inhabitants; or the name of a 

person his descendants. A pi. pron. m. may follow a f. 

collective when it applies to men. 

5) and ^ differ, the former is used in almost 

any respectful mention or salutation = Sir, but the latter 

only applies to those in the highest honour, as ‘our Lord 

the king’, etc. It is commonly used of Christ, our 

Lord, par excellence. 

200. The relative Pronoun. 

1) The relative stands alone as a relative, 
* * 

‘the man whom he formed’; it is also frequently 

joined with pronouns, sometimes with adverbs, and oc¬ 

casionally with nouns. Thus, ‘to whom’ lit. that — to 

him: ‘where’, lit. that-there, ‘(which) if 

thou be able to number the dust’ |La£ m ^. 

2) The rel. is used of the 1. and 2. persons as well 

as of the 3. pers.; ‘I am Joseph whom ye sold’: 

3) Demonstratives are sometimes omitted before the rel., as 

when a prep, is joined to the rel.; thus — ) ‘woe to 
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him that giveth drink’, where the dem. is to be supplied, 

cf. Is. 42. 7. to them that give. 

4) The notions of place, of time, and perhaps, of cause 

are sometimes not expressed with the rel. —• ? from 

that — since, or because, Is. 43, 4. 

5) Relatives are sometimes omitted, when implied in 

the pron. = Tie who’; and when a demonstr. or the 
A 

suff. of a noun or adv. has a rel. signif. Thus, ‘whose 

sins’, . Sometimes both rel. and demonstr. 
— •4/ 

are omitted as in Job. 24. 19; ‘(will carry 

away) into Sheol those who have sinned.’ 

6) The rel. may be redundant. 

201. Demonstrative and Interrogative Pronouns. 

1) The demonstr. is not used as a rel., nor can it be 

added to particles or nouns for the sake of emphasis; 

but it can be prefixed to the rel. in an emphatic sense: — 

? jzo on that which. 

2) The pron. oc^ when pleonastic, may sometimes be 

rendered, indeed, then, only etc. 

3) When the interrog. follows a noun in the state 

constr., or ? as a sign of gen., it is construed as a gen., 

^h.21 z^ whose daughter art thou ? — 

from whose hand? 

202. Pronouns without a separate form. 

1) The reflexive pronoun is expressed in various 

ways; — 

a. By the passive conjugations, and that frequently; 

he killed himself 
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b. By personal pronouns, especially of the 3 pers.; oiikl, 

with himself. 

c. By certain nouns; as jJLJ g^oj-o and (rarely) g^. 

2) The words just named are used by periphrasis 

with suffixes, for pronouns. In the same way seems 
X 

used in Dan. 4. 5, 9. 

3) He, she, it, that, followed by a rel., are ge¬ 

nerally denoted by and (of things) For 

the same purpose we also find |^j' gL|, and 

employed. 

4) For every one (quisque), we have and 

This latter is sometimes repeated, as in Exod. 36, 4. 

Every, spoken of persons and things, is expressed, 

by by the repetition of a word, and by the pi. form. 

Whoever, is denoted by (or its fern. 
3*. P V Jw 

or . 

203. Mis cell an ous Pronouns, continued. 

1) Any one, some one (aliquis), is ), or 

and sometimes j^aJ or even ,_gj. Anything, some¬ 

thing (aliquid), is expressed by jia^z^ and yo^o. 

For part of, some of, is used, as g^? some 

of the blood. 

2) No on e, n o b o dy, (n erno, nu 11 us), only differ from 

the preceding by the negative }f z^. as or y 

S-A.J] etc. Sometimes however, or _? y 

are used. For nothing, we have jj or j] >c^. 
• • 

3) Some (aliquot, nonnulli) is expressed by 

but more often by —• ? z^| when placed absolutely. 

But when connected with a noun, it is either omitted 
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and the noun put in the pi., as jAicawk. • or ,_£o is pre¬ 

fixed, as in 1). 

4) The same (ipse, idem) is expressed, hy repeating 

the personal pron. with ^ interposed; by the junction of 

demonstratives , as j?oi >*<n; or more frequently by pleo¬ 

nasm of the suff., as ]. Sometimes ) 1 and 

IIoqJjd convey the same idea (202. 1. c.) 

5) One-another (alter-alter) is expressed by a re¬ 

petition of the demonstrative, or of Sometimes ^ and 
• • 

lip-] perform this office, or repeated; or followed 

by or \1\ Rec ipro cals are denoted in the same 

way, but more often by rL. 

Chap. III. The Syntax of Verbs. 

204. The Syntax of Verbs in general. 

Two questions have to be solved; one, of the uses of 

tenses and moods; the other, of the construction of the verb 

with the various cases. As to the former, since the indi¬ 

cative also expresses the optative and subjunctive, and the 

tenses have no great variety of meaning, simplicity will be 

best secured by brevity. The pret. and fut. having a fixed 

significance, are not used interchangeably. As to the second 

question, we remark that in the structure of sentences, the 

lack of compound verbs, is supplied by an ingenious de¬ 

vice. The full exemplification of it belongs to the Lexicon, 

and therefore but a few examples will be given here. 

205. The Preterite. 

1) Besides the preterite or perfect, the imperfect and 

pluperfect, can, if necessary, be expressed by periphrasis. 
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2) The preterite represents the perfect with have, 

‘who hath shown?’ Gen. 2. 11: the past, or historical 

tense, ‘and God blessed’ Gen. 9. 1: the pluperfect, 

‘his works which he had made’, Gen. 2. 2: the present, 

especially of verbs which describe some quality, condition, 

or state, habit or character, (to know, be angry, 

walk etc.): the future, in prophecies or strong asser¬ 

tions: the imperative, (this is almost confined to the word 

joci ^ in affirmations or negations, and joined with an adj. 

or part.): the future perfect, as in English, when 

I am, have, or shall have departed; some forms 

and tenses of the subj., chiefly in reference to the 

past, as the imperfect, (where the fut. is more common), 

‘we should have been’; pluperfect, ‘except the Lord 

had left’; or with particles of wishing. Here also we 

may place the use of |oci in the pret. with a part, for the 

pres. subj. (In this sense the subst. verb is often omitted. 

See Mar. 2. 21, 22). 

206. The Future. 

The principal uses of this form are as follows: 

The future proper, with shall or will: the present, 

for which the part, is more common: the preterite, but 

very rarely, as a, when put absolutely, especially in poetical 

writings, e. g. Is. 43, 17, : b. with particles implying 

past time, as in Jer. 1. 5, ‘before I formed thee’, P pi 

the optative: the imperative, with or without prohibition: 

the subjunctive, with that, in order that, lest, etc. 

(It is then preceded by ? „ o, or _ ? ? but occasion¬ 

ally ?, and o are omitted.) The future also expresses the 

15 
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past tenses of the subjunctive, usually supplied by 

the preterite; in thi$ case it is sometimes accompanied by 

|o01 in the pret, This tense is also used for the future 

perfect, more frequently than the preterite. 

207. The Imperfect and Pluperfect. 

1) The formation of these tenses is described above, 

Sec. 82. For examples of the imperfect, see Mar. 1. 7, 

Lu. 9, 14, and of the pluperfect, Matt. 14, 3; Mar. 3, 8; 

John, 10, 22. It is to be observed however that |©ci is 

joined to the pret. of some verbs where there is no room 

for the pluperf. but only of the pres, or imperf. This is 

especially true of the book of Revelation, and of the Phi— 

loxenian version. 

2) The subjunctive of these tenses is formed like the iridic., 

and prevails most in hypothetic and conditional sentences. 

The fut. is used for the imperf. also, especially in de¬ 

pendent sentences. The apocopate fut. which is to be 

found only in )om, is also used for the subjunctive. 

208. The Imperative. 

1) The pret. of |©<n with a part, or adj., and a verb 

in the fut. are used for the imper. For prohibitions the 

fut. is always used. When two imperatives are connected, 

the first denotes a condition, and the second a conse¬ 

quence; as ‘do this, and live’, = if you do this you 

shall live. The fut. is similarly used; Is. 8, 10. An 

imper. following a fut. is occasionally construed as a fut.; 

so Gen. 45, 18. The same may occur when the imp. 

precedes; as Is. 6. 9. 
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2) The imper. exhorts, admonishes and permits, as 

well ascommands. In the former case, the sing. imp. of \z| 

is prefixed to the fut. without a copula where two parties 

are concerned, but when there are more, the imp. is in 

the pi. as >o^j ‘let us (two) make a covenant’; oz 

‘let us go’. 

209. The Infinitive Absolute. 

1) The inlin. absol. and constr. Peal are the same in 

form, but the infin. constr. is sufficiently distinguished 

by the prefix The absol. inf. is only used adverbi¬ 

ally, and emphatically. 

2) Hence it gives intensity to a verb, j 

‘I will greatly bless you’: it denotes certainty, hiczo ji 

hcz ‘ye shall surely not die’: continuance, 

‘ye shall not always weep’; (the part, also is thus 
\ w ' 

used): it also conveys other notions, and adds vivacity 

to an expression. 

3) The inf. Pe. is not prefixed to other conjugations, 

but instead of the inf. a noun or even adj. is sometimes 

used in the same sense, as in Gen. 2. 17. zLldz ]zqzd 

‘thou shalt surely die. 

4) The inf. commonly precedes the verb it intensifies, 

but follows with the imp. The negative mostly comes 

between the inf. and a finite verb. 

5) The inf. is not used for a finite verb. 

210. The Infinitive Construct. 

1) The inf. is very rarely used as a noun, but it 

takes suffixes, which are often to be considered as 

accusatives. 
15* 
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2) After a verb denoting design, will, power, ability, 

or command, the inf. usually has ^ prefixed: so when 

the inf. is governed by a noun: ‘time to gather, Gen. 29. 7. 

Sometimes a different sense is given to the inf. with ^ 

as in Gen. 2. 3, ‘which God created ? ? to make 

i. e. ‘when he made. So 1 Sam. 20, 20, ‘to shoot, to 

hif: }]a'^ i. e. ‘as though to hit a mark’. 

After Ion, the inf. with 2^ pref. is often equal to the 

fut. or Latin part, in rus: e. g. Gen. 15, 12. fliaX |o<no 

‘and the sun was about to sef. In a similar 

sense is used with the inf. (or fut. with ?): ]zj 

‘about to come’. 

3) The inf. is used with other particles, but is still 

prefixed; thus ‘They ceased C from building’: 

|ool£o^? ^0 ‘from being.’ 

4) The fut. with ? is often used for the infin.; occa- 
t 

sionally however ? is omitted, and sometimes this fut. pre¬ 

cedes its governing verb. 

5) The part, also is used for the inf. either absolutely, 

or with ? prefixed; thus, ‘they began to pluck’, 

‘they ceased, to persecute’. 

6) The second of two verbs appears in the same 

gender, number, and person as the first, and not in the 

inf. In this case one of the two verbs (the first) often 

has an adverbial signification, and specifies some relation: 

| ‘he added and sent’ i. e. he sent again. 
• A 

>0^, and a few other verbs are often used in this 

manner. 

L 
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211. The Participle. 

1) Active participles governing a noun, often take the 

same case or prep, as their verbs. Sometimes however, 

they stand in the st. constr. before the nouns etc. which 

they govern, generally without a particle, ‘they 

that go down to the pit’; 'they that deny God’. 

2) The construction of the pass. part, is nearly the 

same: it is followed by the same case or particle as its 

verb; or it stands in the st. constr. before its noun; or 

it is followed by > — ‘blessed of the Lord’ j.1^? 
ac 

3) The participles are used for all the tenses, most 

frequently the present, and then the pret. or fut.; thus •— 

= moriturus, ‘about to die’: the p. p. is often equi¬ 

valent to the part, in dus; as •— metuendus, 

‘to be feared’, or to certain adjectives, such as, visible, 

capable, terrible etc. 

4) The part, and pron. form a true present: ji j 

‘1 am giving.’ We have already shown that the pret. and 

imperf. are similarly expressed, generally by means of |o<n 

‘he was’; ‘they were eating’, 00(71 j. In the same 

way the subjunctive or conditional are denoted by the participle. 

5) When participles are used as such, they generally 

have fL or ? to signify as much; ‘He saw Jesus, 

walking.’ A noun joined to a part, by rL produces a 

construction resembling the Ablative absolute, ‘His 

hands jJ^o being unwashed’. 

. Obs. The Gr. construction tl&<bv toTrj is not often 

followed, but two verbs are put instead as |z| ‘he 

came and stood’, with o omitted. 
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b. Obs. on 4). For |o« to say a thing is or is not, 

2^1 and are often used, with suffixes; and some- 
^ A 

times both jo a and &*] are employed. 
zc. 

6) To denote the continuance of an action or state, 

we frequently find the participles of verbs of g 0 i n g etc.; 

cf. Gen. 8. 3. ‘going* and retiring’, i. e. gradually 

retiring. 

212. Different Moods and Tenses: The Indi¬ 

cative. 

1) The present Indicative is expressed; 

#, by the pret. in sentences neglecting the notion of 

time: b, by the fut.; but most frequently, c, by the participle. 

2) The imperfect is expressed, 

a. by the pret.: rarely b. by the fut.: more com¬ 

monly c. by the part, with a personal pronoun. 

3) The preterite is only properly expressed by 

the preterite. 

4) The pluperfect is expressed: 

a. generally by the pret. with |ooi: b. by the part.: 

c. rarely, by the future. 

5) The future is expressed, 

a. by the fut.: b. rarely by the pret.: c. by the 

participle. 

6) The future perfect is expressed, by 

a. the preterite; b. more commonly by forms of the fut. 

213. Moods and Tenses: The conditional etc. 

1) The Subjunctive has its tenses similarly repre¬ 

sented, hence the pres, is often denoted by.the fut. or the 

part, with a pron.; rarely, by the pret. The imperf. and 
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pluperf. are generally expressed by (he pret., or the par(. 

and pron., and sometimes by the fdt., either alone or 

with jooi. 

2) The Optative is usually indicated by the tub, 

sometimes without, but generally with, certain particles; 

and sometimes with a verb, which is mostly either 

or wrsoi.1. The particles are sometimes 

followed, not by the Tut. but by the pret. or part. The 

particle ? sometimes adds to a verb an optative force after 

verbs of wishing. The verb jooi in an optative signi¬ 

fication is frequently omitted, as, ‘praise 

to his name!’ 

3) The imperative is denoted by its proper form, 

frequently also by the fut. (always in prohibitions), and 

sometimes by the preterite. 

214. The Verb with a noun as its subject. 

These regularly agree in gender and number, but 

there are exceptions. Thus, in regard to number: Subject 

and predicate are sometimes different — 

a. Singular words used collectively, as well as true collec¬ 

tives, often have a verb in the pi., as host, and 

^ all with its compounds. The same words may 

have the verb in the sing., or in the sing, ancl pi. at 

the same time. 

h. Plurals used singularly, generally have a verb pi. but 

sometimes sing.; as |ij (which generally has a verb in 
A 

the pi. f. but sometimes in the sing m.), jJLI , 

and ilia* (which not only takes pi. hut sing. m. 

a n d f.) 
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c. When what is called the pi. of excellence is used, 

it seems merely to be an imitation of the Heb. idiom, 

of which many instances occur in the Bible. 

d. A verb sing, stands with a noun pi. also; 1. where the 

verb precedes, and is, as it were, used impersonally, 

especially and So 1 Sam. 1, 2. ‘He had no 

sons’, ]li£ a2. Very rarely when the verb fol- 
A 

lows, as Joh. 5, 2. ‘Five porches were there to it’, 

oi^ loci This is more common of persons than 
>*/ — a: 

of things. 

e. Four words properly dual take verbs pi., viz. 
, V 

NU / 

and The sing, is very rarely 

found with these, except the last, to which even a suff. 

3 sing. f. is referred. In Ps. 105, 38, has a 

verb f. sing, and is followed by a pron. 3 pi. m. The 

truth is, that this word is sometimes used for the 

country and sometimes for the people, and like many 

other cases of irregular construction, easily to be ac¬ 

counted for, by observing the s e n s e attached to the word. 

Especially is this the case where a word is construed 

in the same sentence both as sing, and plural. 

21*5. Subject and Predicate of a different 

gender. 

1) Feminine nouns sometimes have a masculine verb; 

especially: a. Those which are of a different gender from 

what the termination would suggest: b. Some words used 

figuratively: c. Some words in common use, and f. in 

form, as ‘occasion was given’, j^s] TUaZ I . 
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2) Masculine nouns sometimes have a feminine verb: 

a. Some with m. form and f. meaning: b. Some which 

are . used figuratively: c. Some which may be regarded 

as anomalous; Rev .2, 13. 

3) Nouns of common gender, and some others, are 

sometimes treated as both m. and f. in the same sentence. 

216. Subject and Predicate of different gender 

nd number. 

1) Collectives, in form f. sing., are often construed 

ad sensum, with a verb in pi. m.; as, l&i, I^aj! , 

for people, men; so also the names of cities for their 

inhabitants etc. 

2) A sing, verb sometimes has a noun of a different 

gender: a. A verb m. sing, with a noun pi. f. either pre¬ 

ceding or following: b. a verb f. sing, with a noun pi. 

m. rarely occurs: see however Job. 39, 14. 

217. Subject of several words; and Predicate. 

1) The gender and number of the predicate, gene- 

rally agree with the noun in the nominative; 

pAvA zoi?, ‘there appeared the likenes of a pillar.’ 

Sometimes however, the sentence must be construed ad 

sensum, and the predicate agrees with the dependent 

noun, especially if it expresses the prominent idea: Job. 

38, 21; 1 Cor. 4, 15. The dependent noun decides 

the gender and number of the verb, especially after 

used as an adj.; as in 1 Cor. 14, 23. This rule is 

rarely departed from. 

2) With several subjects connected by and, the verb 

* 16 
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is properly pi., but sometimes the rule is violated, espe¬ 

cially when the verb precedes: Exod. 17, 10; Gen. 7, 7. 

3) Two feminine nouns may have a verb pi. m.; as 

in Ps. 85, 11. 

4) A sing, verb with two nouns, may have the 

gender of the nearest, as in Num. 12, 1. 

5) A sentence may commence with a verb sing, fol¬ 

lowed by a noun, then another noun and a verb pi.; as 

in Gen. 21, 32. 

218. The Persons of the Verb. 

1) The persons of the verb rarely admit any anomaly. 

The examples which occur, mostly belong to the 3 per¬ 

son, as in Mar. 13, 28. (Ed. Schaaf.) 

‘when its branches are tender’. No certain example of 

the other persons has been adduced. 

2) The 3 sing. act. and pass. m. and f., is some¬ 

times used impersonally. The f. is most frequently so 

used. For the m. act., see Rom. 14, 14; pass., Math. 

26, 8. For the f. act., see Luk. 18, 23; pass., Rev. 2, 13. 

3) For the neuter gender in other languages the f. 

is generally employed: e. g., f. act. in pret., fut., and 

pari, especially the p. p. The pass, is thus used in the 

fut., but most often in the pari; as ‘it is said/ 

The m. however, occurs in both act. and pass.; as Gen. 

18, 11; 22, 14. 

4) The indefinite ‘one’, as ‘one hunts the wild boar, 

is denoted in various ways. 
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a. By the 3 sing., as 1 Sam. 26, 20; or by the part, or 

participial noun, as in Is. 16, 10. — The act. is some¬ 

times used passively, as in Ro. 10, 8. 

b. By the 3 pi. as Gen. 48, 2; or by the part, or derived 

nouns. 

c. By the pass, as Gen. 48, 2. 

d. By the 2 pers. act. as Lev. 2, 4; Is. 41, 12. 

Many of these expressions are elliptical. 

219. Change of Construction. 

1) From the inf. to the finite verb; and the contrary, 

by poetic license. 

2) From a part, to the finite verb, as Is. 48, 1; and 

the contrary, Ps. 9, 14. 

3) From one person to another, which rarely happens; 

as from 1 to 3, see Is. 42, 24; from 2 to 3, or 3 to 2, 

as Mic. 7, 18; Mai. 2, 15. 

4) Sometimes ancestors (Ps. 66, 6.) or posterity 

(Gen. 46, 4,) are spoken of as contemporary. 

5) Historical writers, sometimes use several verbs in 

succession, to which different nominatives have .to be sup¬ 

plied, as Gen. 2, 21. 

6) Change of number very rarely occurs. 

220. Periphrasis, to express compound Greek 

verbs. 

1) The same principle is adopted with verbs, as with 

nouns. 

a. Some simple verbs, are regarded as equivalent to certain 

compound verbs in Greek, as wsz and fieravom. 

16* 
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b. Some compound Gr. verbs are expressed by periphrasis. 

1. Two verbs are used in the same tense, number, per¬ 

son and gender, as for nQo'iddv. 2. A verb 

and a particle, as for dvd'loTrjfJU. This par¬ 

ticle governs the following noun. Adverbs occur, as — 

*55 A- for avayevvdo). 3. A verb joined to a 
X ' • ^ X 

noun with a prep.; as — >4-o f°r nooiOTafi-evoq. 
X* -4/ 

4. Verbs compounded of a noun and a verb are rendered 

by a verb and a noun; as , or ^ , -V for 

dya&oTzoiao. 5. But sometimes a periphrasis is used; 

thus fir] xaTaygoj/bLevoi is spun out into six words 

]j35”| 1 Cor. 7, 31. 
M/ ' ' X / 

221. Verbs which take an acccusative. 

1) Many transitive verbs govern the accusative which 

is either the simple word, or with ^ pref.; thus — j^o 

‘he called them’, _|Ls ‘he called those.’ 

2) Many verbs are both transitive and intransitive; in 

the former sense they generally take an accusative. 

3) Certain classes of verbs govern an acc. only. 

Such are verbs of clothing, adorning, putting off, 

and verbs denoting plenty, deficiency, going, 

coming etc. 

4) Neuter verbs can take an acc. of the same origin 

or signification, as, to dream a dream. 

5) Some conjugations, as Pa., Aph., Shaph., of verbs 

which in Pe. govern one acc., — require two accusa¬ 

tives. Such are verbs signifying to put on or off, 

to adorn, cover, fill, satisfy, teach, show etc. 
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6) Some verbs require two accusatives in Pe.; viz. 

verbs of clothing, covering, filling, giving, ask¬ 

ing, commanding, changing, naming, etc. Part 

of these, also take the prepositions or 

222. Verbs with Prepositions. 

1) Many verbs take ^ ? as to deny, and many such 

as correspond to Latin verbs governing or compounded 

with in or ad. 

2) ^ may be regarded as a sign of the dative with 

. many verbs which in Latin, govern or are compounded 

with ad, in, pro, ad vers us etc. 

3) ^ is used with verbs of avoiding, fearing, 

asking, filling etc. 

4) commonly belongs to verbs which in Lat. 

govern or are compounded with de, in, super. It is 

also found with some others. 

5) joci with ^ ] denotes a person or thing to be of 
A 

like condition or state. 

6) and are used with verbs of se¬ 

parating, and distinguishing. 

7) Some verbs of motion take and 

8) . a\ >0^ and ^ or frequently 

come after a verb in the sense of coram, 4before’, 4in 

the sight’, 4in the presence of.’ 

9) Some verbs are construed with different particles, 

in different senses. Thus, ^?cj with ^ is to confess, 
A 

or profess; with ^ to give thanks; and with an acc., 

to praise. 
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223. The Passive. 

1) Passive verbs often take ^ of the efficient cause 
J m 

or agent. Thus Matt. 7, 5. ‘It may be attempted, ^ 

by thee’; ^ is also used similarly; as Matt. 4, 1. ‘He 

was led, ^ of the spirit.’ In these cases, the verb fre¬ 

quently resembles a deponent, as ‘that ye may appear 

unto them’; Matt. 6, 1. cf. v. 8. 

2) Verbs which take two accusatives in the act. often 

take one in the pass. 

3) Verbs with a pass, form, and an act. signif. take 

one acc. This is especially true of verbs of senses and 

affections; likewise of many pass, participles in Pe. 

See Matt. 14, 5; Lu. 14. 2; Joh. 12, 6. 

4) Passive verbs often have a reflexive sense, and 

the same is true of the p. p. Peal. 

5) Neuter verbs are often used for passives. 

224. Verbs used Adverbially. 

1) When two verbs in agreement come together, the 

first is often used adverbially. ‘Again will I feed thy 

flock.’ Gen. 30, 31. lit. ‘I will return, I will feed thy 

flock’: ‘Multiply wash me’, — ‘often wash me’ or ‘tho¬ 

roughly wash me’, Ps. 51, 4. 

2) A finite verb and an inf. are used in the same 

way, Ps. 78, 38; Gen. 31, 27. 

3) The verbs thus employed are chiefly five, 1 f 

tsci >ci-o (most frequently), and sometimes 

Some others occur. 

4) By this means, not only adverbs of time and 

place, but of manner etc. are represented. 
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225. The ‘Constructio Praegnans.* 

When a verb governs an object in certain elliptical 

expressions, it is called ‘constructio praegnans’; as 

Deut. 1, 36, ]1llo ‘he fulfilled after the Lord.’ 
ac y 

Supply and render ‘he wholly followed the Lord.’ 

Gen. 14, 15; 1 Sam. 10, 9; 2 Sam. 18, 19; Ps. 117, 

(118), 5, may be referred to for other examples. This 

idiom is more common in Hebrew. 

226. The Substantive verb. 

1) Personal pronouns are often used for the substan¬ 

tive verb jocn; so also is ju] (est) or (non est), 
x A 

by attaching suffixes to which, all the persons, sing, and 

pi. can be expressed. 

they are. 

you are. 

we are. 

The suff. is not always added to the 3 pers. 

2) The persons of are formed in exactly the 

same way. 

Sing. 3. m. he is not Plu. 3. m. v£oi»*£^. ^ 

3. m. | 
-A * 

lie is Plu. 3. m* OVa I ] 

- f. oiA-kl 
>0/ zc 

she is f. —^ Z . a | V ^ A * ’ 

2. m. | | , 2. 
> thou art 

m. | ) 
\ > 

— f* | i 
A = 

{ — f. ) 

1. C. | 
A =*= 

I am 1. c. 

- f. - f. 
^ z J- they are not. 

A A 

etc. 

oi she is not 
'•v A 

etc. 

3) is often prefixed to foci to form the imperf. 

etc.; thus |©oi wn©A-*l he was. 
^ - A a= 

4) While |©oi is used to form the imperf. and plu- 

perf. tenses, it sometimes merely strengthens the pret. and 

is therefore used in negative and interrogative sentences like 
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our ‘it is not’, and ‘is it not?’ Thus joe* p ‘it is not’ 
6 

Matt. 10, 20; and jjoi |o<n p ‘is not this?’ Matt. 13, 55. 

5) Other uses of |oor, (which is sometimes omitted) 

have been previously described. 

6) like Lat. est with dat. is often used for to 
3: / 

have. Thus ‘I have.’ |ooi is used in the 
3: a: 

same sense; cf. Joh. 12, 6; Ro. 1, 13. 

Chap. IV. The Syntax of Particles. 

227. Syntax of Adverbs. 

1) Adverbs are joined with nouns like adjectives. 

Sometimes the adv. precedes the noun or verb, 

| ‘many widows’; rZ|z liA |f> lest it should alto- 

gether perish; John Eph. Hist. 2, 47; or a relative 

comes between them ‘a good number’; or the 

noun or verb immediately precedes, v An ‘a little 
3C 

help’; ]oaiz p ‘she shall not be there’; Pseudo- 

Clem, de Virg. 2, 2. 

2) Verbs and nouns used adverbially have been already 

treated of. 

3) Adverbs (and nouns) are repeated to give in¬ 

tensity to an expression*), and also to denote progress, 

addition or diversity: — very badly; 
3: X ' 

^ paulatim, ‘little by little ; zcImZ, 
a: =c y a / 

lower and lower’; ‘hither and thither. 

4) with a demonstr. pron. is used as an adj. ‘like’, 
T A 

‘such’ = talis. Thus Is. 66, 8. ^ j ‘such things’ tali a. 

*) Some are always repealed; as w—Jz. . A quickly, Mar. 9, 30, 

Philox. 
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5) An affirmative answer to a question is not always 

given by an adv. (as, Acts 5, 8, 'yea, at such a 

price’: cf. Ch. 22, 27;) but by a periphrasis, generally of 

the personal pron. and a verb; ‘art thou my son Esau?’ 

v^cnaj] ‘I am he’: ‘art thou Mephibosheth?’ ^jzj ‘thy 
— \i/ • M/ 

servant cometh: etc. 

verb, and is equivalent to y. 

7) By prefixing Jj to an adj. or a noun it is ren¬ 

dered privative or negative. 

8) In questions which expect a negative reply, or 

are expressive of indignation, the positive is sometimes 

put for the negative: and vice versa. 

228. Prepositions. 

1) Prepositions are sometimes put where one would 

suffice; after; >0^0^ ‘before.’ Where we might 

expect two, we often find but one. 

2) Prepositions precede the words they govern, and 

are rarely omitted. 

3) The use of individual prepositions is best learned 

by practice from the lexicon. See however Sec. 222, on 

Verbs with prepositions, and Sec. 184, 186, 187. 

229. Conjunctions. 

1) Before the Greek influence was much felt, there 

were fewer conjunctions, and sentences were therefore 

shorter. In later writings the case is different, sentences 

are longer and conjunctions abound. 

2) Conjunctions are often omitted where wye use them; 

17 
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as — and, if etc. and they must be supplied in trans¬ 

lation. See No. 211. 5, Obs. a. and Is. 17, 6. 

3) Some conjunctions may be repeated as correla¬ 

tives: e. g. o_o, _vsj , = both — and; so also, 

o 1_o 1 .j_J = either — or, etc. 

4) Those which mean ‘that’ (ut), and ‘lest’ (ne), ge¬ 

nerally have the fut., but in other senses, they take the 

pret. also; Gen. 34, 27; Dan. 2, 23. 

5) ©] is both disjunctive (see 229, remark 3.), and 
A 

comparative = than: ©], ‘than for thee.’ ^) 
^ A ' A 

and ) are sometimes used in comparisons indefinitely 

to denote any (house, man etc), Job. 24, 14. if, 

is used with the conditional, and j with the indicative. 

>c^ ? but, however, holds a chief place among adversative 

particles; we sometimes have >c£s. To ? many sig¬ 

nifications are assigned, but this belongs rather to the 

lexicon, o is of very extensive use: it denotes and, 

that, etc. and is sometimes pleonastic at the beginning of 

a sentence or clause; it is even used in comparisons, 

Job. 5, 7. Both a negative and interrogative use is 

given to which in this respect resembles the usual 

sign of negation — |3. rz and — ? until, do 
• ' • S 

not always imply discontinuance when the point indicated 

is reached; Acts. 7, 18; 1 Tim. 4, 13. 

230. Interjections. 

1) Interjections which menace etc., sometimes stand ab¬ 

solutely, and sometimes their object takes ^ or but 

most commonly Is. 1, 4; Jer. 50, 27; 2 Ki. 3, 10. 
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2) is used as ail affirmative, yea, and as an inter¬ 

jection; ‘0! earth’ j.i| _^|. is generally followed 

by |oi ? lo! gives vivacity to an address, and some¬ 

times stands for ‘already’, and in questions it invites atten¬ 

tion. is followed by ^ and a finite verb with ? or 

j or the infill.; often however it has only ^ of the 
V*/ / 

person; ‘far be it from me!’ is the pi. 

constr. of the word , blessed. This word takes 

affixes, like a pi. noun, and is generally followed by ^ 

of the person; but it is sometimes used absolutely, jj is 
X. 

used for the Heb. n: in the Old Test., in requests and 

conciliatory addresses: Gen. 27, 21; Job. 38, 3. 

Chap. V. Certain Peculiarities of Idiom. 

231. Ellipses. 

These are various: a. Of the substantive verb: b. Of 

the verbs jz|; c. of the acc. after an act. verb in 
M/ ✓ ^ M/ 

certain phrases; as, ‘distributed gifts’, Jer. 16, 7; ‘broke 

bread’, cf. Is. 58, 7; ‘Sent help’, Ps. 18, 17. Comp. Ps. 

103, 9 in Heb. d. A noun or pronoun may be omitted to 

avoid repetition, ‘a glory like the glory of’ etc. Joh. 1, 14. 

e. A nominal, is very rarely omitted except in impersonal 

sentences; Jer. 3, 5. where anger is understood: comp, 

the Heb. Others have been already mentioned. 

232. Zeugma, Hendiadys, Antiphonesis. 

1) Zeugma of one verb with two nouns is common, 

Gen. 47, 19; Joh. 4, 10; and also of one nominal, with 

two genitives, Gen. 2, 1. 

2) Hendiadys of two words joined by o, for 

17* 
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nominal and gen. as Gen. 1, 14: is not uncommon: 

comp. Gen. 3, 16, Job. 4, 16; Isa. 4, 5. 

3) Antiphones is often occurs, as Gen. 1, 4; Matt. 16, 1. 

233. Indirect construction and Parenthesis. 

1) The words of others are generally quoted directly, 

but sometimes indirectly, as Job. 35, 14; 1 Sam. 13, 13. 

The sign of quotation is ?? like the Greek on. 

2) Parenthesis, is denoted by no peculiar sign, 

but sometimes by certain particles as © ? and Rom. 

7, 1. The parenthetic clause or passage, is begun and 

ended by a point, both here and in Josh. 3, 15; comp. 

Exod. 16, 36. In the two last cases © is used. 

2-34. Irregular arrangement. 

1) The verb |o<n and apron, as a subst. verb some¬ 

times deviate from their common order, and the same is 

true of particles and joi. 

2) ■t^o] with ? following is generally prefixed to ex¬ 

pressions quoted from another, but not always: this 

leaves a nominative to be understood: Pseudo-Clem. De 

Virg. 1, 3, 6, etc. 

235. Paronomasia and Lusus verborum. 

1) Paronomasia, which is so common in some 

oriental languages, is rarely met with in Syriac. See 

however Ps. 40, 4; Is. 28, 10, 13; Heb. 1, 1. 

2) A play upon words is also uncommon, but va¬ 

rious examples are met with in the old Test. e. g. Gen. 9, 27; 

49, 8, 16, 19: Num. 18, 2; 24, 21: Ruth, 1, 20; Jer. 

48, 2; Hos. 2, 23. 
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PART IV. 

PROSODY. 

236. General remarks. 

1) This subject has received little attention from Gram¬ 

marians, and even Dr. Hoffmann only makes a passing 

allusion to it. 

2) In this country, Dr. Henry Burgess has been the 

first and only one to enter at all minutely upon the pro¬ 

sody of the Syriac. He has done this in his valuable 

work ‘Select metrical Hymns and Homilies of 

Ephraem Syrus’; London 1853. To his obliging per¬ 

mission I am indebted for almost the whole of what fol¬ 

lows upon the subject. Dr. B. has however truly obser¬ 

ved that the investigation of the subject is not yet complete. 

237. Varieties of Metre. 

1. Tetrasyllabic, or four syllables in a line, 

2. Pentesyllabic, - five - - - - 

3. Hexasyllabic, - six - - - - 

4. Hepfasyllabic, - seven - - - - 

5. Octosyllabic, - eight - - - - 

[6. Dodecasyllabic - twelve - - - - ] See Sec. 238, G. 
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Lines occur with nine or more syllables, but they are 

probably hypersyllabic: 

238. Character of the Metres. 

1) Tetrasyllabic is much used by Ephraem, and, from 

its brevity, is adapted to a quick and lively style of com¬ 

position. It is however employed on all subjects; in 

funeral dirges, and in more didactic homilies. The fol¬ 

lowing is an example from Ephraem. 

<od^Ls B’kulhun, ramshe 

Ldk thesh,buchtho. 

2) Pentesyllabic, is also used in all styles of com¬ 

position, as well grave as lively. 

5Vl Oyard ’phar,daiso 

M’l'ndid ’bu,somd. 
— ac 

3) Hexasyllabic is not of common occurrence in Ephraem. 

|_c | Chunain, brachmai,k abo, 
A 

jlaJo Vrachme, b/dmdk, nhun ’lai. 

4) Heptasyllabic, is more used in stately and solemn 

subjects, although by no means confined to them. 

jilia jS ^ Mor loth,kimnai, am bishe, 
X X 

|!o| ^ ^ ^?o|? D’audith, bok Mor, aiido bi. 
1 A 

5) Octosyllabic is suited to very solemn compositions. 

. ~ i.. •. 7 .0 ^ 7 

|?a-X4. <oodJ j'^d 

^07 7 .. .s7 
\ A * 

H’maire, nehun, ldk ya,lude 

Val’el, bashmajd nes,thamkiin. 
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6) Dodecasyllabic, is probably the tetrasyllable thrice 

repeated, and is said to have been employed by Jacob 

of Sarug. *) 

*) Dr. Burg-ess institutes a comparison between the Heptasyllabic 

metre and the Anacreontic odes which contain a similar number of syl¬ 

lables, and quotes the two well known verses: 

'H jtj f.itXoui'a nivei, 

nil >ei de SbvSqs avirjv. 

Dr. B. also observes that the Octosyllabic „is the same as our long- 

metre, and if our readers will scan it along- with some English hymn, they 

will have a better idea of its effect." 

These facts suggest an endeavour to compare each of the five pairs 

of verses above quoted with as many from our own language in order to 

show where the accents may fall. 

1. Telrasyllabic; 

What place is here ! 

What scenes appear! 

or, 

On a mountain 

By a fountain. 

2. Pentesyllabic; 

For sins not his own 

He dies to atone, 

or, 

Sweet are their voices. 

Nature rejoices. 

3. Hexasyllabic; 

1 hear the thunder roar 

And Veng-eance at the door, 

or, 

0 list to my story, 

I tell of the g-lory. 

4. Heptasyllabic; * 

From Greenland’s icy mountains — 

From Afric’s sunny fountains. 

18 
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239. Figures employed. 

1) Synaeresis, which is of frequent occurrence. 

a. it removes initial vowels from Olaph and some other 

letters both radical and servile. Thus: .aj] is 
\ St- \ >4/ 

pronounced thle-nun: j ^ao! , hocanph; Pr0“ 

nounced phrukan; and . pronounced niritho. 
O x 

h. It removes vowels from the middle of words. Thus: 

is pronounced nesh’trar. In nouns, zekopho espe- 
a 

cially falls out, hence j is read sammne. 

c. It removes final vowels. Thus: = dalph. It 

occurs the most frequently in p. pe. act., as = 
*” A 

sob rath; in the p. p. emph., as pronounced gtith; 

and in nouns emphatic, as = bisk. 
3Z 

2) Diaeresis, which is less frequent. It is most com¬ 

mon where there is a sheva or scarcely perceptible vowel. 

Thus ^ Av ^ becomes halayun, and , methcheze. 

5. Octosyllabic* 

Praise God from whom all blessings flow. 

Praise Him, all creatures here below, 

or, 

Though destructions walk around us — 

Angel-guards from Thee surround us. 

6. Dodecasyllabic; 

A needless Alexandrine ends the idle song" 

Which like a wounded snake drags its slow length along, 

or, 

Thus he completes his graced design, and glory now 

Shines on his path, lights up his eye, and gilds his brow. 

Although no specimen of this last is given we add two English 

couplets to show what it might have been. 

As it respects -the others, I am by no means certain that we have 

apprehended the true principle of the mechanism of the Syriac poetry, and 

have generally given two examples. 
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240. Strophes. 

1) In some metrical compositions these are wanting. 

2) They oftener occur, and generally consist of a uni¬ 

form number of lines; they however, differ in different 

compositions. 

3) Many strophes end in a kind of Chorus or Anti¬ 

phony, which is not always written at the close of the 

strophes after the first. 

4) Strophes of various lengths, may occur in the 

same composition. 

241. The Antiphony or Response. 

1) It is known that alternate singing was popular in 

the early Syrian Church and that Bardesanes and Ephraem 

both made use of it. 

2) In the works of Ephraem two distinct forms of 

responsive compositions occur. The first resembles the 

dialogue, or rather the Amoebic style of the Eclogues 

of Virgil or the idyls of Theocritus, and which has been 

adopted by some English authors. The second, and more 

common, consists of a chorus or refrain at the end of 

each strophe, formed either of a repetition of some portion 

of the poem, or of a prayer, or doxology. A specimen 

of the first, or Amoebic, is found in Hymn 21 of Dr. 

Burgess’s book (Ephraem, canon 57 tom. VI. p. 324) 

where a deceased person is introduced asking the prayers 

of his sorrowing friends: this would doubtless produce 

upon them a very deep and solemn impression. Of the 

second, with the responses at the end of each strophe, 

18 * 
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Dr. Burgess gives several examples, as Hymns 2, 3, 4, 23. 

Thus, Hy. 3. 

0 happy infancy, 

Which hath gained Paradise! 

Alas! for old age, 

Which still remains in sorrow! — 

Lord, be thou its helper! 

Again, Hy. 23. 

Before my offences 

Are brought against me, 

At the tribunal of justice; 

And cause me to stand 

In the presence of the Judge 

With confusion of face: — 

Have mercy on me 0 Lord! 

For thou art abundant in mercy! 

242. Additional observations. 

1) In some compositions the metre is irregular, the 

lines being of unequal lengths, and the strophes may 

also differ in the number of their lines (240, 4). 

2) Difficulties may arise in scanning, from the omission 

or misplacement of vowels in the copies, arising from in¬ 

attention to the metrical structure: the pointing must there¬ 

fore be carefully examined. 

3) Sometimes rhyme as well as metre is attempted. 

Dr. Burgess gives an example in Hymn 3, strophe 1: 

the four first lines end in an, and the last four in o. 

Every line of Hymn 34 ends with an adverb in ith — 
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£wk|_, which the translator has ingeniously imitated. In 

Dr. Wiseman’s Horae Syriacae (pp. 84—86) there is 

a specimen of rhyming composition from the ‘Store¬ 

house of Mysteries’ by Bar Hebraeus, (born 1226, 

died 1286). Twenty two lines of the Prooemium form 

eleven rhyming couplets. The lines are of very different 

lengths, some containing six, and some eighteen or 

twenty syllables. 

4) There is a hymn ascribed to Ephraem, which con¬ 

sists of ten strophes of four lines each. The initial letters 

of the strophes form an acrostic of the words 
n: 

Jesus the Messiah. Because however some commenced 

the name of Jesus with ^ and some with | both are 

given. The metre is chiefly Heptasyllabic, hut some of 

the lines have eight and others only six syllables. (Bich 

Mss. 7156. fol. 151.) 

5) The last line of a strophe is frequently hyper- 

syllabic. Hy. 22. in Dr. Burgess is an example. 

6) The tunes to which these metrical compositions 

were sung, and the mode of singing or chanting them 

are unknown. 

7) The metrical compositions exlant in Syriac are very 

numerous. Bardesanes (cir. A. D. 170) and Simeon bishop 

of Seleucia (Mart. A. D. 296) appear to he the first wri¬ 

ters of Syriac poetry of whom we have any record. 

Ephraem the Syrian (died A. D. 372), surpassed all others 

in the number and variety of his metrical compositions. 

The work of Dr. Burgess will supply many interesting 

facts on this head. 
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8) The previous remarks are all which can here be 

presented, but it is hoped that the students of Syriac 

literature, will find them useful as a brief introduction to 

the prosody of the language. 

243. Modern Poetry. 

It may not be uninteresting in conclusion to present 

the reader with a specimen of modern Syriac poetry. It is 

the work of the American Missionaries who have endeavoured 

to introduce sacred poetry into the modern language. The 

specimen is a translation of the well known hymn of Cowper — 

‘There is a fountain filled with blood.’ 

fxXC -.**9 gaC 9 

i 
0 7 

1 j-oo 9 —A.x 1 j.lx.1. 
ZD * 's X 

* 0\ ° * 
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* \ «« V ^ « v 
' ^ 

* P V P P ^ 

: fliu is i^s.olr> 

p ~ 7 p 
^.o. lajtrs P-a jJaLoci? 

. pkM jsz JLaS -^h.s 

Cl 
P 4s 

^..^1-ky.^Lr, v*i-^5 ksOQ-jk. CC19 —^3 
X X ' 

P Jv P P 

: j^aLa-*Xii.o oi»a5 
x: x: — 

Js » P P . - P 

: f~£u^ Poci 
w x; w —. 

P ^ P /is P 

. | ZclLQ-4 J^D C 

p 7 
| iaas 

P P 

i.a.M..°.3 o 
x: 

p , p , 
^.oj(,3.«4. I 

P P Ss ■» 

: I j~^1 si.c^^ 
p p. 

. j-^A/ |3o : rz>1 ^tn 

The preceding hymn may suffice not only for an example 

of a Modern Syriac hymn, but for a specimen of the lan¬ 

guage *) and as such will present not a few contrasts and 

comparisons with the ancient or classical Syriac. The ex¬ 

tract is taken from the Modern Syriac Grammar of the Rev. 

D. T. Stoddard, p. 177. 

*) In the hymn, the vowels are not all perfectly represented by the 

ordinary characters, and the same is true of one or two of the consonants. 

The vowel which we have marked P has the sound of a in father, and ~ 

has often the sound of a in care, at olher times it resembles i in pin. * has 

the sound of o in note, or of oo in poor, and " resembles e in me. v has the 

short sound of a in man. 
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Tab. A. 2. The Verb with diacritic signs. Sec. 17. 

3. m. 3. f. 2. m. 1. c. 

Preter. Sing*. 'Vguo 
• 

U5 £u^u£i • 

Z^4ld l \ ^-s • • 

• 

• 

I^UO 

PlUr. n oV^ n 
• • 

• • 

'*4 

'rH0 

Fut. Sing. 
• 

^cl^-dZ 

^CL^-OZ 
• 

\o^-oZ 

^o^-o Z 

^a^-oZ 
• 
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^o^d] 
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V 
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• • 
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• • 

a^a^uo a^a^uo • • 

Infinit. ^ 'VjLQio V^-aiso Vjwn.Vi etc. 
• * • • 

Partic. Act. m. J1^_d f. Pass. Vi-£~o Vi-JuD • • • 

'\-£uo2Z$ \-JuoZ\io • 
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B. Paradigm of \li. Sec. 99. 

Pael. 
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3. m. — 
7 7 

— Uz> 
7 7 

cg-O 

- f. 
7 7 

2. m. 
, 7 7 a. ,^7 

- f. 

7 7 ,77 

1. c. g-. 
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3. m. 
, 7 7 
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- f. 

, 7 7 , P 7 •• 

2. m. 
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iv 7 

- f. 

1. C. g". 
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m. 
7 7 7 7 

f. 

7 7 

WtgtC 
,7"7 

Inf. P 7 

Part. 
7 7 

gcZc 

The terminations are added in a similar manner to the passive. 
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Tab. C. TheRegular Verb with suffixes. Sec. 101. 

Proper Form. Sing-. 1. c. 2. m. 2. f. 
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Tab. C. Continued. 

3. m. 3. f. Plur. 1. c. 2. m. 2. f. 
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p. 13, 1. 10. r. • p. 13, 19, r£o r. ^o! p. 13, 26, | r. -i • 

p. 15, 25, |ijoou», r. ; p. 27, 3. A1 w ay s, r. A1 s o ; p. 66, 17, 

al^i, r. p. 67, 8, jL^o^o, r. jL^o^uo; p. 67, 15, 
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\U-^f r- P- 79, 26, r. and for jkkf r. 
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